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In this thesis, we introduce new tools for the conformal bootstrap, autoboot and qboot. Each
tool solves a different step in the whole computational stack, and combined with an existing
efficient tool SDPB which solves semidefinite programming (SDP), our tools make it easier to
study conformal field theories with more complicated global symmetries and with more gen-
eral spectra. In the introduction, we review how the conformal bootstrap method gives rich
information about the theory at the fixed point of renormalization group, or in other words,
the critical phenomena such as the Ising model at criticality. The following three sections fo-
cus on the theories behind the implementation of autoboot and qboot, and the explicit im-
plementation, freely available at https://github.com/selpoG/autoboot/ and https:
//github.com/selpoG/qboot/, is discussed in section 5. We also have two applications in
the last section, the Ising model and the O(2) vector model in three dimensions, each of them has
close relationship with a physical system in the real world.
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Abstract
In this thesis, we introduce new tools for the conformal bootstrap, autoboot and qboot.
Each tool solves a different step in the whole computational stack, and combined with an
existing efficient tool SDPB which solves semidefinite programming (SDP), our tools make it
easier to study conformal field theories with more complicated global symmetries and with
more general spectra. In the introduction, we review how the conformal bootstrap method
gives rich information about the theory at the fixed point of renormalization group, or in other
words, the critical phenomena such as the Ising model at criticality. The following three
sections focus on the theories behind the implementation of autoboot and qboot, and the
explicit implementation, freely available at https://github.com/selpoG/autoboot/
and https://github.com/selpoG/qboot/, is discussed in section 5. We also have two
applications in the last section, the Ising model and theO(2) vector model in three dimensions,
each of them has close relationship with a physical system in the real world.
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1 Introduction
1.1 General Introduction
A conformal field theory (CFT) is a quantum field theory (QFT) with conformal symmetry, which
has Euclidean or Poincaré group as a subgroup and is enhanced by scale invariance. A conformal
transformation x→ x′ is an x-dependent local rescaling ω(x) > 0 with a rotation Λµν(x) ∈ O(d)
∂x′µ
∂xν
= ω(x)Λµν(x), (1.1)
and the conformal symmetry is a natural generalization of the Euclidean symmetry, which is a
fundamental spacetime symmetry of a usual QFT. The scale invariance arises, e.g., in the critical
phenomena of lattice theory like the O(N) vector model or the Ising model on the d-dimensional
lattice. Rescaling the momentum cutoff Λ of a QFT with a normalized kinetic term
H = ∂µφ∂µφ+
∑
i
giOi, (1.2)
where Oi is some interaction term and gi is the coupling constant, generates a nonlinear flow of
Wilson’s renormalization group (RG) [3, 4]:
∂gi
∂ log Λ
= βi(g). (1.3)
Around a fixed point of the flow which is defined by βi(g∗) = 0, the flow can be linearized as
βi(g) = −γij(g − g∗)j, (1.4)
and diagonalizing γ matrix gives
βa(g) = −(d−∆a)(g − g∗)a, (1.5)
where d−∆a is the eigenvalue of the eigen operator Oa. The critical point is a fixed point of the
flow, and thus scale invariant. In general, a scale invariant theory is also conformal invariant as
conjectured in [5] and discussed in [6–8].
It is well-known (or widely believed) that the RG fixed point of φ4 theory in 3 dimensions
H = ∂µφ∂µφ+m2φ2 + λφ4, Z =
∫
Dφ e−
∫
d3x H, (1.6)
the Ising model in 3 dimensions at the critical temperature
H = −J
∑
(ij)
σiσj − h
∑
i
σi, Z =
∑
σ : Z3→{ 1,−1 }
e−βH , (1.7)
and the behavior of water at the critical point (more generally, the critical point of the liquid-vapor
transition) are described by the same CFT [9]. This property at the IR limit is called the critical
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universality, and it is conjectured that any theory with the same symmetry and the same number
of relevant operators reaches the same CFT at the continuum limit regardless of its microscopic
details. The Ising model has Z2 symmetry which flips all spins and two relevant parameters β, h.
Other important examples are the O(N) vector models, in the control of O(N) symmetry which
rotates all spins. The O(2) model defined by two component real scalar fields (φ1, φ2) and the
Hamiltonian
H = ∂µφi∂µφi +m2φiφi + λ(φiφi)2, (1.8)
is known as the XY universality class, and describes ferromagnets with easy-plane anisotropy and
the superfluid transition of 4He. One aspect of the universality can be shown from the RG as
follows. One start from some UV theory
H = ∂µφ∂µφ+
∑
i
gaOa (1.9)
= H∗ +
∑
i
(g − g∗)aOa, (1.10)
written in the diagonalized basis around a fixed point g∗, and chase the RG flow to get an IR theory.
Operators are classified by the sign of d−∆a; if d−∆a < 0,Oa is called an irrelevant operator and
(g−g∗)a goes to zero in the IR theory, and if d−∆a > 0,Oa is called a relevant operator and (g−
g∗)a increases in the IR theory. The critical phenomena occurs when the resulting IR theoryH∗ is
interacting, and one needs to tune all (in general, finite number of) relevant coupling constants to
reach g∗ (the irrelevant coupling vanishes in IR automatically). This argument proves one aspect
of the universality that we can drop all irrelevant interactions and start from a theory only with
relevant operators to study the criticality (just what we did to write the simple Hamiltonian (1.6)
of the Ising model without higher order couplings φ6, φ8, . . .), but does not show the reason that
the fixed point g∗ or the spectrum { d−∆a } is uniquely determined among field theories with
different set of fundamental fields only by the symmetry.
The scaling dimensions ∆ of operators in a CFT are related with the critical exponents [9].
The scaling dimensions are defined so that O with scaling dimension ∆ behaves as O → a−∆O
under rescaling x → ax, and consistent with RG (1.5); if Oa has scaling dimension ∆a, the
coupling constant ga has scaling dimension d−∆a. Take a lattice theory with spin field φ around
the critical temperature T ≈ Tc. The critical exponents α, β, γ, δ, η, ν are defined by the power
law of the following quantities:
• the specific heat: C ∼ |t|−α,
• the magnetization: m ∼ (−t)β , m ∼ |h|1/δ,
• the magnetic susceptibility: χ ∼ t−γ ,
• the correlation function: 〈φ(x)φ(0)〉 − 〈φ(0)〉2 ∼ |x|2−d−η,
• the correlation length: ξ ∼ |t|−ν ,
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where t = (T −Tc)/Tc is the reduced temperature, h is the magnetic field coupling with φ [9]. Let
the deformation of the Hamiltonian from the critical point be described by primary operators σ, 
as δS =
∫
ddx(hσ + t). From the dimensional analysis, the scalings for t, h are ∆t = d − ∆,
∆h = d−∆σ and the critical exponents are related with the scaling dimensions of σ,  by [10]
α =
d− 2∆
d−∆ , β =
∆σ
d−∆ , (1.11)
γ =
d− 2∆σ
d−∆ , δ =
d−∆σ
∆σ
, (1.12)
η = 2∆σ − d+ 2, ν = 1
d−∆ . (1.13)
The observable quantities in a CFT are correlation functions 〈O1(x1) · · · On(xn)〉; the S ma-
trix is not well-defined in a CFT due to the Coleman-Mandula’s theorem [11, 12]. We later show
that all correlation functions are determined by the CFT data {∆i, λijk } in a unitary CFT, and
a four-point function 〈φ1φ2φ3φ4〉 in a CFT can be constructed from three-point functions, but in
more than one way, depending on how to group the four operators for the operator product ex-
pansions (OPEs): (φ1φ2)(φ3φ4), (φ1φ3)(φ2φ4) or (φ1φ4)(φ2φ3) shown in Figure 1. The bootstrap
equation expresses the equality of the four-point function computed in these different decom-
positions, and is one of the fundamental consistency conditions of a CFT. The conformal boot-
strap program aims to solve the CFT data non-perturbatively from the bootstrap equation with the
knowledge about the global symmetry of the theory and without a microscopic description such
as a Lagrangian.
φ1 φ2
φ3 φ4
φ1 φ2
φ3 φ4
φ1 φ2
φ3 φ4
Figure 1: OPE in a four-point function
The bootstrap equation has been known for almost a third of a century, see e.g. [13, 14]; for
other early papers, we refer the reader to the footnote 5 of [15]. It is particularly powerful in d = 2
where the conformal group is infinite dimensional and generated by the Virasoro algebra, and was
already successfully applied for the study of 2d CFT in 1984 in the paper [16]. Its application to
CFTs in dimension higher than two had to wait until 2008, where the seminal paper [17] showed
that a clever rewriting into a form where linear programming was applicable allowed us to extract
detailed numerical information from the bootstrap equation. The technique was rapidly developed
by many groups and has been applied to many systems ( [10,18–95] and more). By now, we have
many good introductory review articles on this approach, see e.g. [15, 96–101], which make the
entry to this fascinating and rapidly growing subject easier.
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Some of the highlights in these developments for the purposes of this thesis are: the con-
sideration of constraints from the global symmetry in [22], the introduction of the semidefinite
programming in [24], and the extension of the analysis to the mixed correlators in [39]. These
techniques can now constrain the scaling dimensions of operators of 3d Ising and O(N) models
within precise islands.
Previously, the study of a CFT has been done by the Monte Carlo (MC) simulation on lattice
theory, the direct measurements of physical system at critical point and perturbative loop diagram
computations. While the MC simulations cannot handle systems with infinite size directly, at
the critical point, the correlation length diverges and it is impossible to keep the system size suffi-
ciently larger than the correlation length. To obtain reliable results at infinite size limit from results
in finite systems, we need to apply the finite size scaling, which is a more systematic method than
a naive extrapolation [102, 103]. Physical experiments can measure a large system with O(1023)
d.o.f., but generally do not give relatively accurate critical exponents because reduced tempera-
ture can only reach |t| ∼ 10−4 due to gravitational effects, which cause a density gradient or make
the effective correlation length finite (called gravitational rounding). One of the most accurate
measurements was done in the space shuttle STS-52 [104], and the results about the specific heat
of 4He near the lambda point tell us the scaling dimension ∆ of the first O(2) invariant primary
scalar  in the three dimensional O(2) vector model [10, 59]:
∆ = 1.50946(22). (1.14)
This accuracy owes to the superfluidity to reach |t| ∼ 10−7, and less gravitation in the space
shutle allows us to have |t| ≈ 5× 10−9 [105]. Two primary examples of perturbation methods are
the large-N expansion [106–110] and the -expansion [111–113]. The -expansion is motivated
by the fact that in d = 4 −  φ4 theory, the nontrivial fixed point (m2∗, λ∗), called the Wilson-
Fisher fixed point, is O() from the trivial fixed point (m2, λ) = (0, 0). Then the properties of
the Wilson-Fisher fixed point can be perturbed from the trivial fixed point as a series of , and the
physical limit → 1 would give the critical exponents of the three dimensional Ising model. This
argument has a subtlety that the series is asymptotic and its convergence radisu is zero, and we
need an appropriate resummation method to take → 1.
Summarizing previous results on the three dimensional Ising universality class, we have [9,26]
∆σ = 0.5182(3), ∆ = 1.413(1). (1.15)
Note that each of the MC simulation or the -expansion cannot assign rigorous error bounds on
exponents. The conformal bootstrap applied for the same CFT shows that the relevant scaling
dimensions (∆σ,∆) must reside in a small island which is calculated the most precisely in [59]
and whose bounding box is,
∆σ = 0.5181489(10), ∆ = 1.412625(10). (1.16)
The assumption used is the unitarity of the theory, Z2 invariance and that σ,  are the only relevant
primary scalars, i.e., other primary scalars have ∆ ≥ d = 3. The tininess of the island (1.16)
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explains another aspect of the critical universality; any CFT with Z2 symmetry and unique Z2-
even and odd relevant operators must have quite close scaling dimensions to those of the Ising
model. The universality could be proven by showing that the island shrinks to the Ising point.
This is one of the advantages of the conformal bootstrap; we have to assume some Hamiltonian
in the MC simulation or -expansion and without the universality, cannot get results universal
among all Hamiltonians by just one Hamiltonian. The conformal bootstrap starts from an exact
fixed point and only assumes the consistency of the CFT itself.
The developments in the conformal bootstrap have been helped by various computing tools.
For example, we have SDPB, an efficient solver of semidefinite programming (SDP) designed for
the conformal bootstrap [45, 114], and SDP generators written in Python, namely PyCFTBoot
[56] and cboot [57], and in Julia, JuliBootS [115]. There is also a Mathematica package
to generate 4d bootstrap equations of arbitrary spin [73].
To study some CFT with bootstrap, the first step is to enumerate the physical properties of
the system such as the global symmetry or the number of relevant primaries and then proceed
along the path in Figure 2. The second step to write bootstrap equations has been ad hoc and
done only by hand or with some help of Mathematica, and is automated by our autoboot. We
have some libraries in some programming languages for the third step to convert to a computable
optimization problem, and our qboot aims to handle more generic assumption on the spectrum.
SDP solvers such as SDPA [116–118] or SDPB [45] complete the last step and from their results,
we can get information on the CFT. Now we can use free software in step 2, 3 and 4, and since
our autoboot, qboot are designed to work smoothly with SDPB, a researcher can concentrate
on the first step.
1. physical assumption on the CFT
2. write bootstrap equations
3. create to a SDP
4. solve the SDP
autoboot
PyCFTBoot, cboot, qboot, ...
SDPA, SDPB
Figure 2: Relations between libraries used in the conformal bootstrap
1.2 autoboot
Given that the numerical bootstrap of precision islands of the 3d Ising and O(N) models [39]
was done in 2014, it would not have been strange if there had been many papers studying CFTs
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with other global symmetries, especially with finite groups. But this has not been the case, with
a couple of exceptions e.g. [83–85, 91]. We believe that this shortage of studies of CFTs with
global symmetry is due to the complexity in writing down the mixed-correlator bootstrap equa-
tions, with the constraints coming from the symmetry. To solve this problem we developed a
software autoboot in Mathematica to automate the whole tedious process with the global
symmetry [1]. autoboot is an automatic generator of mixed-correlator bootstrap equations of
scalar operators with global symmetry.
Let us illustrate the use with an example. Suppose we would like to perform the numerical
bootstrap of a CFT invariant under D8, the dihedral group with eight elements. Let us assume the
existence of two scalar operators, e in the singlet and v in the doublet ofD8. The mixed-correlator
bootstrap equations can be generated by the following Mathematica code, after loading our
package:
g=getGroup[8,3];
setGroup[g];
setOps[{op[e,rep[1]], op[v,rep[5]]}];
eq=bootAll[];
sdp=makeSDP[eq];
py=toCboot[sdp];
WriteString["D8.py",py];
Let us go through the example line by line:
1. g=getGroup[8,3] sets the group D8 to g. This line illustrates the ability of autoboot
to obtain the group theory data from the SmallGrp library [119] of the computer algebra
system GAP [120], which contains the necessary data of finite groups of order less than 2000
and many others. The pair (8, 3) is a way to specify a finite group in SmallGrp. It simply
says that D8 is the third group in their list of groups of order 8.
2. setGroup[g] tells autoboot that the CFT is symmetric under D8.
3. setOps[...] adds operators to autoboot. rep[n] means the n-th representation of
the group in the SmallGrp library; we set the operator e to be a singlet and the operator v
to be a doublet.
4. eq=bootAll[] creates the bootstrap equations for all four-point functions with added
operators in a symbolic form and sets them into eq.
5. sdp=makeSDP[eq] converts the bootstrap equations into the form of a SDP.
6. py=toCboot[sdp] further rewrites it into an actual Python program, which uses cboot
[57] which runs in a Python-based system Sage [121].
7. The last line simply writes the Python code into an external file.
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All what remains is to make a small edit of the resulting file, to set up the dimensions and gaps
of the operators. The Python code then generates the XML input file for SDPB.
1.3 QBoot
The SDP related with the conformal bootstrap has real variables yn, linear objectives
∑
n bnyn and
positive semidefinite constraints on y: for all ∆ ≥ ∆0,
M0(∆) +
∑
n
ynM
n(∆)  0, (1.17)
in which Mn(∆) is a symmetric matrix whose elements are polynomials of ∆ and M  0 means
that M is positive semidefinite. ∆ ≥ ∆0 means that all primary operators in the sector must
have scaling dimension ∆ ∈ [∆0,∞). To solve the SDP by SDPB, we need to take a variable
x ∈ [0,∞) in (1.17), which is easily achieved by x = ∆−∆0 ≥ 0. Let us think about a constraint
that the positive-semidefiniteness holds for all ∆0 ≤ ∆ < ∆1. A change of variables x = ∆−∆0∆1−∆ ,
∆ = ∆0+∆1x
1+x
transforms the inequality ∆0 ≤ ∆ < ∆1 into x ≥ 0, and (1.17) multiplied by
(1 + x)d > 0 where d is the maximum order of polynomials of Mn(∆) gives a semidefinite
constraint of a polynomial matrix in [0,∞). This simple discussion allows a generalization of the
assumption on the spectrum of the CFT from [∆∗,∞] to [∆0,∆1) ∪ [∆2,∆3) ∪ · · · ∪ [∆∗,∞].
This idea led us to write a new SDP generator qboot written in modern C++, which we introduce
in this thesis. qboot is based on cboot and has better performance with multiple CPU cores.
autoboot also generates a program for qboot just by changing the last two lines in the example
above as
cpp=toQboot[sdp];
WriteString["D8.cpp",cpp];
The C++ code then generates the input directory for SDPB.
1.4 Organization
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows.
In section 2, we summarize common basics and notions of CFT sufficient to study the confor-
mal bootstrap.
Section 3 is the theoretical part of our autoboot. We first explain our notations for the group
theory constants in subsection 3.1, and then in subsection 3.2 and subsection 3.3 describe how the
bootstrap equations can be obtained, given the set of external scalar primary operators φi in the
representation ri of the symmetry group G.
In section 4, we discuss numerical methods used in cboot and our qboot. Most of these
methods has been known, except for a simple technique which we call hot-starting and introduce
in subsection 4.4. This technique reduces the running time of the SDP solver significantly by
reusing parts of the computation for a given set of scaling dimensions of external operators to the
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computation of another nearby set of scaling dimensions. Our experience shows that it often gives
an increase in the speed by about a factor of 10 to 20.
In section 5, we discuss the implementation of our autoboot and qboot, and in subsec-
tion 5.1, subsection 5.2 and subsection 3.3, we discuss how our autoboot implements the proce-
dure given in section 3. subsection 5.4 and subsection 5.5 describe the methods used to implement
our qboot.
In section 6, we describe two examples using autoboot and qboot. The first is to perform
the mixed-correlator bootstrap of the 3d Ising model, with new rigorous results about irrelevant
operators using qboot. The second is to study the O(2) model with three types of external scalar
operators. Without autoboot, it is a formidable task to write down by hand the set of bootstrap
equations, but with autoboot, it is immediate.
We conclude the thesis in section 7 by discussing future directions.
12
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2 Basics of CFT
2.1 Conformal symmetry
In d dimensional (Euclidean) field theory, the conformal transformation consists of xµ 7→ x′µ
which preserve the metric up to an overall factor Ω(x):
g′µν = gρσ
∂x′ρ
∂xµ
∂x′σ
∂xν
= Ω(x)gµν , (2.1)
and generated by
Pµ = ∂µ, (2.2)
Mµν = −xµ∂ν + xν∂µ, (2.3)
D = xµ∂µ, (2.4)
Kµ = |x|2 ∂µ − 2xµxν∂ν . (2.5)
From (2.1), the Jacobian is decomposed as
∂x′µ
∂xν
= ω(x)Λµν(x), (2.6)
where ω(x)2 = Ω(x) and Λµν(x) ∈ O(d). Translations Pµ and rotations Mµν generate the
Euclidean transformations , D is called the dilatation and Kµ is the special conformal trans-
formations. The inversion I : xµ 7→ xµ/ |x|2 is an involutive conformal transformation discon-
nected from the identity, and relates Kµ with Pµ by Kµ = IPµI . The conformal group is a Lie
group which is isomorphic to the group of conformal transformations and we take its generators
Pµ,Mµν , D,Kµ so that Pµ,Mµν ,D,Kµ are representations in d dimensional space. It is easy to
check that the commutation relations are the following:
[Mµν , Pρ] = gνρPµ − gµρPν , (2.7)
[Mµν , Kρ] = gνρKµ − gµρKν , (2.8)
[Mµν ,Mρσ] = (gνρMµσ − gµρMνσ)− (ρ↔ σ) , (2.9)
[D,Pµ] = Pµ, (2.10)
[D,Kµ] = −Kµ, (2.11)
[Pµ, Kν ] = 2gµνD + 2Mµν , (2.12)
[Pµ, Pν ] = [Kµ, Kν ] = [D,Mµν ] = 0. (2.13)
The conformal algebra is isomorphic to that of d + 2 dimensional rotation group with a metric
G = g ⊕ diag(1,−1) by the following identification:
Jµν = Mµν , (2.14)
Jd+1,d+2 = D, (2.15)
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Jµ,d+1 = (Pµ −Kµ)/2, (2.16)
Jµ,d+2 = −(Pµ +Kµ)/2. (2.17)
The actions of the conformal group to a field operator O(x) can be determined by those at the
origin x = 0, since
O(x) = exµPµO(0)e−xµPµ , (2.18)
and actions at x 6= 0 can be recovered from conjugation by exµPµ using the conformal algebra. The
subgroup which stabilizes the origin is generated byMµν , D,Kµ and since we can take a maximal
torus generated by that of SO(d) and D,O(0) is classified by an irreducible representation (irrep)
r of SO(d) and an eigenvalue ∆ of D (which called the scaling dimension):[
D,Oi(0)] = ∆Oi(0), (2.19)[
Mµν ,Oi(0)
]
= − (Srµν)ijOj(0), (2.20)
where i is an index of r and Srµν is a representation matrix ofMµν . From the commutation relation
[D,Kµ] = −Kµ, Kµ lowers the scaling dimension and, in unitary CFT, scaling dimensions is
bounded from below. Then we must have the lowest eigenstate which is annihilated by Kµ:[
Kµ,Oi(0)
]
= 0. (2.21)
Such an operator is called primary and a primary operator is characterized by two labels: an irre-
ducible representation r of SO(d) and the scaling dimension ∆. Pµ acts as a differential operator
[Pµ,Oi(0)] = ∂µOi(0) and ifO is a primary operator,O and its derivatives ∂µO, ∂µ∂νO, . . . form
a conformal multiplet, called the conformal tower of O. Operators in the multiplet but O are
called descendants of O.
The rank l traceless symmetric representation of SO(d) is called the spin-l representation. In
most of this thesis, a primary operator is assumed to belong to some spin-l representation (the spin
of a scalar is 0). The action of a finite conformal transformation S : x 7→ S(x) on a spin-l primary
operator O is [98]
S−1Oµ1···µl(S(x))S = ω(x)−∆Λ(x)µ1ν1 · · ·Λ(x)µlνlOν1···νl(x), (2.22)
where the Jacobian is decomposed as ∂S(x)µ/∂xν = ω(x)Λµν(x) in (2.6). In case S is the
inversion I , the action of I together with the complex conjugate defines the Hermitian conjugate:
Oµ1···µl(x)† = I−1Oµ1···µl(x)I = |x|−2∆ I(x)µ1ν1 · · · I(x)µlνlOν1···νl(x/ |x|2), (2.23)
where Iµν(x) = gµν − 2xµxν/ |x|2.
2.2 State-operator correspondence
CFT has a crucial property that there is a correspondence between states and operators [99, 122].
We describe the correspondence in the picture of path integral.
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First, with the scale invariance it is natural to take a d − 1 dimensional sphere around the
origin and identify the radius of the sphere with time. The state at time t = log r is specified by
the configuration on the sphere |x| = r. Let the theory be described by path integral of action S[φ]
and |φb〉 be an eigenstate defined on the sphere |x| = 1. A state at time t = 0 is decomposed as a
linear combination of eigenstates:
|ψ〉 =
∫
Dφb |φb〉 〈φb |ψ〉 . (2.24)
The vacuum is defined by
|0〉 =
∫
|x|≤1
Dφe−S[φ], (2.25)
〈φb | 0〉 =
∫
|x|≤1
φ||x|=1=φb
Dφe−S[φ]. (2.26)
Then we can construct a state corresponding to a local operator O(x) in the ball |x| < 1 as
〈φb | O(x) | 0〉 =
∫
|x|≤1
φ||x|=1=φb
DφO(x)e−S[φ]. (2.27)
Next, we establish the opposite correspondence. For a given state |O〉, we define correla-
tion functions with O(x0): 〈O(x0)O1(x1) · · · On(xn)〉. Using the conformal invariance, we can
assume that x0 = 0 and all other xi satisfy 1 < |xi|, and we have
〈O(0)O1(x1) · · · On(xn)〉 :=
∫
Dφb 〈φb | O〉
∫
|x|≥1
φ||x|=1=φb
DφO1(x1) · · · On(xn)e−S[φ]. (2.28)
The correspondence from operator to state (2.27) and from state to operator (2.28) just implies
that a correlation function is a path integral over all space:
〈O(x0)O1(x1) · · · On(xn)〉 =
∫
x∈Rd
DφO(x0)O1(x1) · · · On(xn)e−S[φ], (2.29)
and we can identify states with operators:
|O〉 := O(0) |0〉 . (2.30)
The vacuum is conformal invariant: Q |0〉 = 0 for any conformal generator Q, and we can see that
a primary state which corresponds to a primary operator O is an eigenstate of D and annihilated
by Kµ:
D
∣∣Oi〉 = ∆ ∣∣Oi〉 , (2.31)
Mµν
∣∣Oi〉 = − (Srµν)ij ∣∣Oj〉 , (2.32)
Kµ
∣∣Oi〉 = 0, (2.33)
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and Pµ generates descendant states of |Oi〉.
We can take orthonormal basis of primary fields if the theory is unitary:
〈O |O′〉 = δOO′ . (2.34)
In case that O is complex, we have δOO; we will discuss about this case with global symme-
try later. From the unitarity, the Gram matrices of descendants must be positive semidefinite.
This condition gives strong constraints on ∆, which is called the unitarity bound. For example,
‖Pµ |Oi〉‖ ≥ 0 implies ∥∥Pµ ∣∣Oi〉∥∥ = 〈Oi ∣∣KµPµ ∣∣Oi〉 = 2∆∥∥Oi∥∥ ≥ 0, (2.35)
and ∆ ≥ 0. The space of descendants is filtered by eigenvalue of D and for each integer N ≥ 0,
the subspace with eigenvalue ∆ + N is decomposed by SO(d). Thus the unitarity bounds are
calculated by representation theory of SO(d). The unitarity bounds for the spin-l representations
are [123, 124]
∆ ≥
{
d−2
2
(l = 0) ,
l + d− 2 (l > 0) . (2.36)
The bounds are saturated by a free scalar field ∂2φ(x) = 0 with ∆ = (d−2)/2, a spin-1 conserved
current ∂µjµ(x) = 0 with ∆ = d − 1 and the stress tensor ∂µT µν(x) = 0 with ∆ = d. If d ≥ 3,
conserved currents with higher spin are allowed only when the theory is free [125–127].
Any conformal transformation S : xµ → x′µ gives another quantization. One of the important
examples is
S : xµ 7→ x′µ = x
µ + cµ |x|2
1 + 2c · x+ |x|2 −
cµ
2
, (2.37)
where cµ is some fixed vector with norm |c|2 = 1. This transformation maps 0 to −cµ/2 and∞
to cµ/2 and these two points ±cµ/2 are called the north and south poles. S generates another
quantization which is called N-S quantization [98]. The sphere of time t = log r in the radial
quantization we discussed above is mapped to a sphere which separates two poles. The inversion
I is interpreted as a reflection on the plane x · c = 0: S(I(x)) = Θc(S(x)) where Θc(x) =
xµ − 2(c · x)cµ. Then the unitarity 〈ψ |ψ〉 ≥ 0 for |ψ〉 = O1(x1) · · · On(xn) |0〉 and c · · ·xj < 0
implies
〈0 |Θ [O1(x1) · · · On(xn)]O1(x1) · · · On(xn) | 0〉 ≥ 0, (2.38)
which is called the reflection positivity.
The correspondence gives the operator product expansion. A product of two primary operators
Oi1(x1)Oj2(x2) defines some state |Ψ〉 by path integral in a ball around x2, and the operator which
corresponds to |Ψ〉 can be expanded as a linear combination of primary operators at x2 and their
descendants:
Oi1(x1)Oj2(x2) =
∑
O
Cij12O,k(x12, ∂2)Ok(x2), (2.39)
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or, in the words of states,
Oi1(x)
∣∣Oj2〉 = ∑
O
Cij12O,k(x, P )
∣∣Ok〉 , (2.40)
where Cij12O,k(x, P ) describes the contribution of descendants of O. We can take OPE in correla-
tion functions if the ball we integrated out does not contain any other operator insertions On(xn),
and (2.39) converges if |x1 − x2| < |xn − x2| [128]. In general, Cij12O,k is a linear combination
of finitely many (but possibly not the unique) functions which is completely fixed by conformal
algebra:
Oi1(x1)Oj2(x2) =
∑
O
∑
n
λn12OC
ij
12O,n,k(x12, ∂2)Ok(x2), (2.41)
and λn12O is called OPE coefficients. This will be discussed below.
2.3 Correlation functions
The conformal symmetry is three-transitive: for any given three points x1, x2, x3, there exists a
conformal transformation which sends them to 0, 1,∞ (1 stands for some fixed unit vector; e.g.,
(1, 0, . . . , 0)). It is easy to check this property: send x1 → 0 by Pµ, x3 → ∞ by Kµ = IPµI and
x2 → 1 by D and Mµν . As a consequence, a three-point function
〈Oi1(x1)Oj2(x2)Ok3(x3)〉 among
primary operators with irreps r1, r2, r3 of SO(d) is determined by
〈Oi1(0)Oj2(1)Ok3(∞)〉, which
does not have any continuous variables. This tensor in r1 ⊗ r2 ⊗ r3 must be invariant under the
stabilizer SO(d−1) of (0, 1,∞), so there is a finite-dimensional basis for the three-point function:〈Oi1(x1)Oj2(x2)Ok3(x3)〉 = ∑n λnO1O2O3Zijkn (x13, x23)|x12|∆1+∆2−∆3 |x23|−∆1+∆2+∆3 |x31|∆1−∆2+∆3 . (2.42)
Here we factored out the obvious scaling factor. λnO1O2O3 are called OPE coefficients.
A similar argument shows that a two-point function survives only in case two operators have
the same irrep r of SO(d) and scaling dimension:〈Oi1(x1)Oj2(x2)〉 = δ12I ij(x12)|x12|2∆ , (2.43)
where I ij(x) is the unique invariant tensor. The uniqueness follows from that (x1, x2) = (0,∞)
is stabilized by SO(d) and dilatations. In case r is the spin-l representation, we have [129]
Iµν(x) = gµν − 2x
µxν
|x|2 , (2.44)
Iµ1···µl;ν1···νl =
1
l!
∑
τ∈Sl
Iµ1ντ(1) · · · Iµlντ(l) − (traces) . (2.45)
The state-operator correspondence shows that the overall factors in two-point functions can be
diagonalized as above. Let O1 have spin l and denote µ1, . . . , µl by i and ν1, . . . , νl by j. Taking
conjugate of |Oi〉 = Oi(0) |0〉 and (2.23) gives〈Oi∣∣ = lim
x→0
〈0| Oi(x)† (2.46)
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= lim
x→∞
|x|2∆ I(x)µ1ν1 · · · I(x)µlνl 〈0| Oν1···νl(x) (2.47)
and if we have an overall factors M12 instead of δ12 in the right hand of (2.43), the inner product
is 〈Oi1 ∣∣Oj2〉 = lim
x→∞
|x|2∆ I(x)µ1ν1 · · · I(x)µlνl
〈
0
∣∣Oν1···νl1 (x)Oj2(0) ∣∣ 0〉 (2.48)
= lim
x→∞
M12I(x)
µ1
ν1 · · · I(x)µlνlI ij(x) (2.49)
= M12δ
ij, (2.50)
and since we have taken an orthonormal basis, we have M12 = δ12.
Taking OPE of O1 and O2 in the three-point function (2.42), we obtain〈Oi1(x1)Oj2(x2)Ok3(x3)〉 = Cij123,k′(x12, ∂2)〈Ok′3 (x2)Ok3(x3)〉 , (2.51)∑
n λ
n
123Z
ijk
n (x13, x23)
|x12|∆1+∆2−∆3 |x23|−∆1+∆2+∆3 |x31|∆1−∆2+∆3
= Cij123,k′(x12, ∂2)
Ik
′k(x23)
|x23|2∆3
. (2.52)
This equation determines λn123 and tensor structures Z
ijk
n from OPE structures C
ij
123,k. We can
construct Cij123,k from a conformal invariant three-point function; in〈Ok3 ∣∣ e−yµKµOi1(x) ∣∣Oj2〉 = 〈Ok3 ∣∣∣ e−yµKµCij123,k′(x, P ) ∣∣∣Ok′3 〉 , (2.53)
the left hand equals to
〈Oi1(x)Oj2(0)Ok3(y)†〉, which can be calculated by the three-point function,
and expanding this equation around y = 0, the coefficients of order N in the left hand gives the
coefficients of Cij123,k′(x, P ) with Pµ1 · · ·PµN . Thus there is a one-to-one correspondence between
the OPE structure and the three-point function and the equation (2.41) is established.
The three-point function with general irreps of SO(d) is completely solved in case d = 3
[49,129] and d = 4 [130]. We need only the three-point functions with two scalars later. The OPE
coefficients of two scalar λφ1φ2O is nontrivial only if O belongs to spin-l representation, because
〈φ1(0)φ2(x)Oµ1···µl(∞)〉 can be SO(d − 1) invariant only when it is proportional to xµ1 · · ·xµl ,
which is a symmetric tensor (tracelessness comes from irreducibility). There is only one scalar-
scalar-spin l OPE coefficient [129]:
〈φ1(x1)φ2(x2)Oµ1···µl(x3)〉 = λφ1φ2OZ
µ1···µl(x13, x23)
|x12|∆1+∆2−∆ |x23|−∆1+∆2+∆ |x31|∆1−∆2+∆
(2.54)
where
Zµ(x, y) =
|x| |y|
|x− y|
[
xµ
|x|2 −
yµ
|y|2
]
, (2.55)
Zµ1···µl(x, y) = Zµ1(x, y) · · ·Zµl(x, y)− (traces) . (2.56)
OPE coefficients are real; we show this later in more general context. The leading term of the
OPE structure of two scalars is
C12O,µ1···µl(x, P ) =
xˆµ1 · · · xˆµl +O(|x|)
|x|∆1+∆2−∆ (2.57)
where xˆ = x/ |x|.
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2.4 Conformal blocks
All n-point functions can be calculated by the OPE recursively. Taking OPE of O1 and O2, we
can reduce n-point functions to (n− 1)-point functions,〈Oi11 (x1)Oi22 (x2)Oi33 (x3) · · · Oinn (xn)〉
=
∑
O
∑
n
λn12OC
i1i2
12O,n,j(x12, ∂2)
〈Oj(x2)Oi22 (x2)Oi33 (x3) · · · Oinn (xn)〉 . (2.58)
Then all correlation functions are reduced to one-point functions,
〈Oi(x)〉 = {1 (O = 1) ,
0 (otherwise) .
(2.59)
This procedure determines all correlation functions in the theory from the spectrum (li,∆i) of op-
erators (with spin li and scaling dimension ∆i) and OPE coefficients λijk among them. {∆i, λijk }
is called the CFT data and defines the theory. We must have the same result for a n-point function
independent from the order to take OPE, or in other words, OPE must be associative:
O1(O2O3) = (O1O2)O3. (2.60)
Taking inner product with O4, we get
〈(O4O1)(O2O3)〉 = 〈(O4O3)(O1O2)〉 (2.61)
(for simplicity, we neglected the negative sign which arises if O3 and O1O2 are fermionic). This
is called the (conformal) bootstrap equation. The bootstrap equations for all primaries mean the
theory has consistent OPE, and put constraints on the CFT data. For example, the spectrum is
known to be discrete if d ≥ 3 and a thermal partition function is finite [99, 131].
Let us calculate a scalar four-point function
〈φ1(x1)φ2(x2)φ3(x3)φ4(x4)〉 . (2.62)
The conformal symmetry is not four-transitive, and for any given four points x1, x2, x3, x4, there
exists a conformal transformation which sends them to 0, z, 1,∞, where we selected a fixed plane
as a complex plane. We cannot reduce the number of continuous variables, and the configuration
of four points fully fixed by the conformal symmetry is called a conformal frame. The four-point
functions depends on two real variables <z,=z and cannot be determined only by the conformal
symmetry. Taking OPE of φ1φ2 and φ3φ4 in (2.62), we obtain
〈φ1(x1)φ2(x2)φ3(x3)φ4(x4)〉 =
∑
O
λ12Oλ34OC12O,i(x12, ∂2)C34O,j(x34, ∂4)
〈Oi(x2)Oj(x4)〉 ,
(2.63)
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and the scalar four-point function is decomposed by conformal blocks g∆12,∆34O , which is defined
by
〈φ1(x1)φ2(x2)φ3(x3)φ4(x4)〉 = 1|x12|∆1+∆2 |x34|∆3+∆4
( |x24|
|x14|
)∆12 ( |x14|
|x13|
)∆34
g(u, v), (2.64)
g(u, v) =
∑
O
λφ1φ2Oλφ3φ4Og
∆12,∆34
O (u, v), (2.65)
g∆12,∆34O (u, v) = |x12|∆1+∆2 |x34|∆3+∆4
( |x24|
|x14|
)−∆12 ( |x14|
|x13|
)−∆34
× C12O,i(x12, ∂2)C34O,j(x34, ∂4)I
ij(x24)
|x24|2∆
(2.66)
where u = |x12|
2|x34|2
|x13|2|x24|2 and v =
|x14|2|x23|2
|x13|2|x24|2 are conformally invariant cross ratios. In z coordinate, the
OPE converges if |z| < 1 [128]. The conformal block in (2.66) can be calculated by Cijk,i(x, P ),
which is fully determined by the conformal symmetry, and thus does not depend on the details of
the CFT we consider. (u, v) is related with z as u = |z|2 and v = |1− z|2. In this thesis, we use 4
coordinate systems listed in Table 1.
Coordinate system Relations (x1, x2, x3, x4)
z (0, z, 1,∞)
(x, y) z = x+
√
y, z¯ = x−√y
(u, v) u = |z|2, v = |1− z|2
ρ z = 4ρ
(1+ρ)2
, ρ = z
(1−√1−z)2 (−ρ, ρ, 1,−1)
(r, η) ρ = reiθ, η = cos θ
Table 1: Coordinate systems which fix the configuration of four points upto conformal invariance.
The conformal block satisfies
g∆12,∆34∆,l (z, z¯) ≈
l!
(−2)l()l |z|
∆C
()
l
(<z
|z|
)
(z → 0) (2.67)
where  = (d− 2)/2 (x)n = x(x+ 1) · · · (x+ n− 1) is the Pochhammer symbol and C(m)n (x) is
the Gegenbauer polynomial [15]. To prove this, we consider the limit x12, x34 → 0 in (2.66). Let
(x1, x2, x3, x4) = (x+ y, x, y
′, 0) and y, y′ be small. In this limit, we have
u ≈ |y|
2 |y′|2
|x|4 , v ≈ 1− 2u
1/2t (2.68)
where
t = yˆµI
µν(x)yˆ′ν = yˆ · yˆ′ −
2 (x · yˆ) (x · yˆ′)
|x|2 , (2.69)
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and <z/ |z| ≈ t. Using the leading term of the OPE structure (2.57) in (2.66), we obtain
g∆12,∆34∆,l (z, z¯) ≈ u∆/2yˆµ1 · · · yˆµlIµ1···µl;ν1···νl(x)yˆ′ν1 · · · yˆ′νl (2.70)
= |z|∆ l!C
()
l (t)
(−2)l()l , (2.71)
which shows (2.67). In the diagonal limit z¯ → z, (2.67) takes the form
g∆12,∆34∆,l (z, z) ≈
(2)l
(−2)l()l |z|
∆ (z → 0) . (2.72)
The conformal block has an algebraic expression
〈0 |φ3(x3)φ4(x4) | O |φ1(x1)φ2(x2) | 0〉
=
λ12Oλ34O
|x12|∆1+∆2 |x34|∆3+∆4
( |x24|
|x14|
)∆12 ( |x14|
|x13|
)∆34
g∆12,∆34∆,l (z, z¯), (2.73)
where |O| is the projection operator to the conformal multiplet of O, which is defined by
|O| =
∑
|α〉,|β〉=|O〉,P |O〉,PP |O〉,...
(
G−1
)αβ |α〉 〈β| , (2.74)
where Gαβ = 〈α | β〉 is the Gram matrix and G−1 is its inverse. |O| is conformal invariant; for
any conformal generator Q, [Q, |O|] = 0. From (2.73), not only g(u, v) but also the conformal
block is conformal invariant [132]. Acting the quadratic Casimir
C2 = −1
2
JabJab = −1
2
MµνMµν +D(D − d) + P µKµ (2.75)
(Jab is the generator of SO(d+ 1, 1), which is isomorphic to the conformal algebra), we have
〈0 |φ3(x3)φ4(x4) | O |C2φ1(x1)φ2(x2) | 0〉 = C2 〈0 |φ3(x3)φ4(x4) | O |φ1(x1)φ2(x2) | 0〉 ,
(2.76)
where C2 is the representation of C2 as a differential operator acting on x1 and x2. All descendants
in O has the same eigenvalue of C2:
|O|C2 = c2 |O| , (2.77)
c2 =
1
2
[l(l + d− 2) + ∆(∆− d)] , (2.78)
so we obtain the quadratic Casimir equation
D2g∆12,∆34∆,l = c2g∆12,∆34∆,l , (2.79)
and the quartic Casimir JabJ bcJcdJda gives
D4g∆12,∆34∆,l = c4g∆12,∆34∆,l , (2.80)
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c4 = l(l + d− 2)(∆− 1)(∆− d+ 1). (2.81)
The explicit form of D2, D4 is [133, 134]
D2 = Dz +Dz¯ + 2zz¯
z − z¯
[
(1− z) d
dz
− (1− z¯) d
dz¯
]
, (2.82)
D4 =
(
zz¯
z − z¯
)2
(Dz −Dz¯)
(
zz¯
z − z¯
)−2
(Dz −Dz¯), (2.83)
where Dz is a differential operator
Dz = (1− z)z2 d
2
dz2
− (S + 1)z2 d
dz
− P
2
z, (2.84)
S =
−∆12 + ∆34
2
, (2.85)
P = −∆12∆34
2
. (2.86)
For even d, there is a closed form for conformal blocks [133] in terms of
kβ(z) = x
β/2
2F1
(
β −∆12
2
,
β + ∆34
2
, β; z
)
, (2.87)
We have in d = 2
g∆12,∆34∆,l =
1
(−2)lδl0 [k∆+l(z)k∆−l(z¯) + (z ↔ z¯)] , (2.88)
and in d = 4
g∆12,∆34∆,l =
1
(−2)l
zz¯
z − z¯ [k∆+l(z)k∆−l−2(z¯)− (z ↔ z¯)] , (2.89)
and the recursion relation given in [133] gives formula for general even d. Odd d is discussed in
subsection 4.3.
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3 Global symmetry
3.1 Group theory notations
Let G be the global symmetry group of the CFT, and we assume that all irreps of G is finite
dimensional and can be unitarized. This assumption is true for all compact groups. All elements
in G commute with the conformal algebra, and the maximal torus we selected is enhanced by that
of G. Now a primary operator is classified by scaling dimension ∆, spin l (generally, irrep under
SO(d)) and irrep r under G. Before talking about a CFT with global symmetry, we introduce
some notations for group theoretic data [1].
Let Irr (G) be the set of unitary representatives of equivalent (finite-dimensional) irreps. In
other words, for each irrep r of G, there exists just one irrep r′ ∈ Irr (G) such that r ∼= r′ and r′ is
a unitary irrep. r ∈ Irr (G) has its representation space V (r) and r : G → U(V (r)) maps g ∈ G
to a unitary matrix r(g)ab , for a, b = 1, . . . , dim(r). The dual representation r∗ is defined by
r∗(g)ab = r(g)ab = r
(
g−1
)
ba
(3.1)
for g ∈ G and a, b = 1, . . . , dim(r). Even if r ∈ Irr (G) or r ∼= r∗, r∗ does not always belong to
Irr (G). We denote by r¯ the irrep in Irr (G) that is isomorphic to r∗.
We denote the G-invariant subspace of r1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ rn by inv 〈r1, . . . , rn〉 and
inv 〈r1, . . . , rn|s1, . . . , sm〉 := inv 〈r∗1, . . . , r∗n, s1, . . . , sm〉 . (3.2)
Let 〈
a1, . . . , an
r1, . . . , rn
∣∣∣∣ b1, . . . , bms1, . . . , sm
〉
k
, k = 1, . . . , dim inv 〈r1, . . . , rn|s1, . . . , sm〉 (3.3)
be the orthonormal basis of inv 〈r1, . . . , rn|s1, . . . , sm〉, where ai (resp. bi) is an index for irrep ri
(resp. si). We show that all of the orthonormal bases for ri, si ∈ Irr (G) can be explicitly con-
structed by the generalized Clebsch-Gordan coefficients
{
c
t
∣∣∣ a,br,s }
n
for r, s, t ∈ Irr (G), defined
by {
c
t
∣∣∣∣ a, br, s
}
n
=
√
dim t
〈
c
t
∣∣∣∣ a, br, s
〉
n
. (3.4)
It is easy to see that
∑
ab
{
c
t
∣∣∣∣ a, br, s
}
n
{
c′
t′
∣∣∣∣ a, br, s
}
n′
= δtt′δnn′δcc′ , (3.5)
∑
t∈Irr(G)
∑
c
∑
n
{
c
t
∣∣∣∣ a, br, s
}
n
{
c
t
∣∣∣∣ a′, b′r, s
}
n
= δaa′δbb′ . (3.6)
We symmetrize under r ↔ s so that for r 6∼= s,{
c
t
∣∣∣∣ a, br, s
}
n
=
{
c
t
∣∣∣∣ b, as, r
}
n
, (3.7)
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and {
c
t
∣∣∣∣ a1, a2r, r
}
n
= σn(t|r, r)
{
c
t
∣∣∣∣ a2, a1r, r
}
n
, (3.8)
where σn(t|r, r) = ±1. An irrep r is called complex if r 6∼= r¯, real if σ1(id |r, r) = 1 and pseudo-
real otherwise.
When some of r, s, t are the trivial representation id ∈ Irr (G),
dim inv 〈r|r, id〉 = dim inv 〈id |r, r¯〉 = 1, (3.9)
and we define {
a
r
∣∣∣∣ a′, 1r, id
}
1
= δaa′ , (3.10){
1
id
∣∣∣∣ a, a¯r, r¯
}
1
=:
1√
dim(r)
{ a, a¯ }r . (3.11)
{ a, a¯ }r is the intertwining matrix r∗ → r¯, which might not be proportional to the identity matrix.
Using these building blocks, we can write down the orthonormal basis of inv 〈r, s, t〉 and
inv 〈r1, r2, r3, r4〉:〈
a, b, c
r, s, t
〉
n
=
1√
dim(t)
∑
c¯
{
c¯
t¯
∣∣∣∣ a, br, s
}
n
{ c¯, c }t¯ , (3.12)〈
a1, a2, a3, a4
r1, r2, r3, r4
〉
s;nm
=
∑
b¯
{
b¯
s¯
∣∣∣∣ a3, a4r3, r4
}
m
〈
a1, a2, b¯
r1, r2, s¯
〉
n
(3.13)
=
1√
dim(s)
∑
bb¯
{
b
s
∣∣∣∣ a1, a2r1, r2
}
n
{
b¯
s¯
∣∣∣∣ a3, a4r3, r4
}
m
{
b, b¯
}
s
. (3.14)
The CG coefficients work like OPEs, and orthonormal bases corresponds to correlation functions.
This procedure is quite general to construct all bases of inv 〈r1, . . . , rn〉 just as the calculation of
n-point function using OPE. The basis of inv 〈r1, . . . , rn|s1, . . . , sm〉 can be constructed from the
basis of inv 〈r∗1, . . . , r∗n, s1, . . . , sm〉 using the intertwiner r∗i → ri.
Three-point and four-point functions have symmetries under swap of indices and complex
conjugation. First, as we symmetrized CG coefficients,〈
a, b, c
r, s, t
〉
n
= σn(r, s, t)
〈
b, a, c
s, r, t
〉
n
(3.15)
where σn(r, s, t) = σn(t¯|r, s). The cyclic permutation brings τ , which is defined by∑
n
τnm(r, s, t)
〈
a, b, c
r, s, t
〉
n
=
〈
b, c, a
s, t, r
〉
m
. (3.16)
Similarly, the complex conjugation brings ω, which is defined by∑
n
ωnm(r, s, t)
〈
a, b, c
r, s, t
〉
n
=
∑
a¯b¯c¯
{ a¯, a }r¯
{
b¯, b
}
s¯
{ c¯, c }t¯
〈
a¯, b¯, c¯
r¯, s¯, t¯
〉
m
. (3.17)
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For the four-point function, S4 is generated by (12), (34) and (24). The actions of (12) and (34)
are trivial: 〈
a1, a2, a3, a4
r1, r2, r3, r4
〉
s;nm
= σn(s|r1, r2)
〈
a1, a2, a3, a4
r1, r2, r3, r4
〉
s;nm
(3.18)
= σm(s¯|r3, r4)
〈
a1, a2, a3, a4
r1, r2, r3, r4
〉
s;nm
. (3.19)
The action of (24) is nontrivial:
∑
s;nm
n
m
k
l
s t
r1
r4
r3
r2
〈
a1, a2, a3, a4
r1, r2, r3, r4
〉
s;nm
=
〈
a1, a4, a3, a2
r1, r4, r3, r2
〉
t;kl
, (3.20)
which can be solved as
n
m
k
l
s t
r1
r4
r3
r2 =
∑
a1a2a3a4
〈
a1, a2, a3, a4
r1, r2, r3, r4
〉
s;nm
〈
a1, a4, a3, a2
r1, r4, r3, r2
〉
t;kl
. (3.21)
The vertex i with three edges r, s, t (or t¯) corresponds to a term like
〈
c
t
∣∣∣ a,br,s〉
n
, which arises by
using eq. (3.14), and this tetrahedral object is known as the 6j symbol in the case G = SU(2).
3.2 CFT with global symmetry
A primary operator with spin l in the irrep r ∈ Irr (G) has an index a, and we denote it by
Oir[a](x) (a = 1, . . . , dim(r)) . (3.22)
The number of independent OPE coefficients for φ1,r[a]φ2,s[b] → Oit[c] is reduced from dim(r ⊗
s⊗ t) to dim inv 〈t|r, s〉 by the symmetry under G. For two scalar primary fields φ1,2, we denote
their OPE by
φ1,r[a](x)φ2,s[b](y) =
∑
O:t
dim inv〈t|r,s〉∑
n=1
λnφ1φ2O
{
c
t
∣∣∣∣ a, br, s
}
n
Cφ1φ2O,k (x− y, ∂y)Okt[c](y), (3.23)
where O : t means that the intermediate primary operator O is in the representation t. The
superscript k is an index of a spin-` representation of the rotation group SO(d), and Cφ1φ2O,k(x−
y, ∂y) describes the contribution of the descendants of O. A primary operator O : r with spin-`
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has its dual O¯ : r¯ with the same scaling dimension and spin (note that the spin-` representation is
real). We normalize the primary operators so that the two-point function is written as〈
Oir[a](x)O′js[b](0)
〉
= δOO¯′ { a, b }r
σ(O)I ij(x)
|x|2∆ . (3.24)
We introduced signs of operators σ(O) = ±1 to preserve the commutativity even in case that
{ a, b }r is anti-symmetric, i.e., r is pseudo-real. We take σ(O) = 1 when r is complex or strictly
real, and choose signs of O, O¯ so that σ(O)σ(O¯) = −1 when r is pseudo-real. The conjugate of
O under inversion which is consistent with the two-point functions (3.24) is
Oµ1···µlr[a] (x)† =
∑
a¯
|x|−2∆ Iµ1ν1 (x) · · · Iµlνl (x)σ
(O¯) { a¯, a }r¯O¯ν1···νlr¯[a¯] (x′), (3.25)
where x′ = x/ |x|2.
The three-point functions are calculated using eqs. (3.23) and (3.24) as〈
φ1,r[a](x1)φ2,s[b](x2)Oit[c](x3)
〉
=
∑
n
αnφ1φ2O
〈
a, b, c
r, s, t
〉
n
σ(O¯)Zi(x13, x23)
|x12|∆1+∆2−∆ |x23|∆2+∆−∆1 |x31|∆+∆1−∆2
, (3.26)
where
αnφ1φ2O = λ
n
φ1φ2O¯
√
dim(t). (3.27)
The three-point functions have the following symmetries:〈
φ1,r[a](x1)φ2,s[b](x2)Oit[c](x3)
〉
=
〈
φ2,s[b](x2)φ1,r[a](x1)Oit[c](x3)
〉
, (3.28)〈
φ1,r[a](x1)φ2,s[b](x2)Oit[c](x3)
〉
=
〈
φ1,r[a](x1)
†φ2,s[b](x2)†Oit[c](x3)†
〉
, (3.29)
and if ` = 0, 〈
φ1,r[a](x1)φ2,s[b](x2)φ3,t[c](x3)
〉
=
〈
φ2,s[b](x2)φ3,t[c](x3)φ1,r[a](x1)
〉
. (3.30)
These symmetries put constraints on OPE coefficients as follows:
αnφ1φ2O = σn(r, s, t)(−1)lαnφ2φ1O, (3.31)
αnφ1φ2O = σ(φ¯1)σ(φ¯2)σ(O)
∑
m
ωnm(r, s, t)αmφ¯1φ¯2O¯, (3.32)
αnφ1φ2φ3 = σ(φ¯1)σ(φ¯3)
∑
m
τnm(r1, r2, r3)α
m
φ2φ3φ1
. (3.33)
In case that G is the trivial group, these relations are reduced to well-known facts:
λφ1φ2O = (−1)lλφ2φ1O, (3.34)
λφ1φ2O ∈ R, (3.35)
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λφ1φ2φ3 = λφ2φ3φ1 . (3.36)
When O is an unknown intermediate operator, eqs. (3.31) to (3.33) gives relations among
αn12O, α
n
21O, α
n
1¯2¯O¯, α
n
2¯1¯O¯ (3.37)
for n = 1, . . . , dim inv 〈r, s, t〉, and when O is an external scalar φ3, we have relations among
αn123, α
n
231, α
n
312, α
n
213, α
n
321, α
n
132, α
n
1¯2¯3¯, α
n
2¯3¯1¯, α
n
3¯1¯2¯, α
n
2¯1¯3¯, α
n
3¯2¯1¯, α
n
1¯3¯2¯. (3.38)
Since these relations are R-linear, there is a set of independent real parameters βm12O that generates
the solution space.
3.3 Bootstrap equations
The four-point functions takes the form〈
φ1,r1[a1](x1)φ2,r2[a2](x2)φ3,r3[a3](x3)φ4,r4[a4](x4)
〉
=
1
|x12|∆1+∆2 |x34|∆3+∆4
( |x24|
|x14|
)∆12 ( |x14|
|x13|
)∆34
×
∑
O:s
∑
nm
σ(O)αnmφ1φ2φ3φ4O
〈
a1, a2, a3, a4
r1, r2, r3, r4
〉
s;nm
g∆12,∆34O (u, v), (3.39)
where
αnmφ1φ2φ3φ4O =
√
dim(s)λn12Oλ
m
34O¯ = λ
n
12Oα
m
34O. (3.40)
The bootstrap equation 〈1234〉 = 〈1432〉 symmetrized under z ↔ 1− z yields
0 =
∑
s
∑
O:s
∑
nm
σ(O)αnm1234O
〈
a1, a2, a3, a4
r1, r2, r3, r4
〉
s;nm
F 12,34∓,O (u, v)
±
∑
t
∑
O:t
∑
kl
σ(O)αkl1432O
〈
a1, a4, a3, a2
r1, r4, r3, r2
〉
t;kl
F 14,32∓,O (u, v) (3.41)
where
F ij,kl∓,O (u, v) = v
∆k+∆j
2 g
∆ij ,∆kl
O (u, v)∓ u
∆k+∆j
2 g
∆ij ,∆kl
O (v, u). (3.42)
The inner product with
〈
a1,a2,a3,a4
r1,r2,r3,r4
〉
s;nm
gives
0 = F 1234∓,s;nm(u, v)±
∑
t;kl
n
m
k
l
s t
r1
r4
r3
r2 F
14,32
∓,t;kl(u, v) (3.43)
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where
F 1234∓,s;nm(u, v) =
∑
O:s
σ(O)αnm1234OF 12,34∓,O (u, v). (3.44)
In case that |G| = 1, we have
0 =
∑
O
[
λ12Oλ34OF 1234∓,O (u, v)± λ14Oλ32OF 14,32∓,O (u, v)
]
. (3.45)
For a given collection of external primary scalars φi with scaling dimension ∆i in the repre-
sentation ri ∈ Irr (G), autoboot generates bootstrap equations which consist of equations in the
form (3.43) where externals φ1, . . . , φ4 are in the given collection. The summation over interme-
diates is decomposed into two types: ‘continuous’ and ‘discrete’ sectors. A ‘continuous sector’ is
written in summation of F 12,34∓,O (u, v) over unknown intermediates O, and a ‘discrete sector’ has
concrete O (typically, O itself belongs to given collection of externals). With this classification
and taking real and imaginary parts, the bootstrap equations are collected as one equation:
0 =
∑
j:disc.
βtj ~Vjβj +
∑
j:cont.
∑
`
∫
βtj ~Vj,∆βjd∆, (3.46)
where the subscript j runs over sectors, βj ∈ Rnj is a vector of OPE coefficients in the sector j and
~Vj is a vector of symmetric matrices which elements are (R-)linear combinations of F 12,34∓,O (u, v).
To ensure that the four-point functions are invariant under the permutations of 1234, we
have other two types of bootstrap equations 〈1234〉 = 〈2134〉 and 〈1234〉 = 〈1243〉. These
equations does not involve OPE coefficients and can be satisfied by the symmetry between two
OPE structures C12O,k(x, P ) and C34O,k(x, P ), which read as the properties of the conformal
blocks [15, 134, 135]:
g∆12,∆34∆,l (u/v, 1/v) = (−1)lv∆34/2g−∆12,∆34∆,l (u, v)
= (−1)lv−∆12/2g∆12,−∆34∆,l (u, v), (3.47)
F ij,kl∓,O (u, v) = F
ji,lk
∓,O (u, v). (3.48)
These properties can also be shown by the recursion relation in Equation 4.21, and we also have1
F ij,kl∓,O (u, v) = F
kl,ij
∓,O (u, v). (3.49)
Only the bootstrap equation from 〈1234〉 = 〈1432〉 is the nontrivial constraints on OPE coeffi-
cients and cannot be satisfied block by block. The z → 0 limit shows that this bootstrap equation
cannot be consistent in case that the CFT has only finite number of primaries. Indeed, the pa-
pers [136, 137] showed that the existence of double-twist operators: if the CFT has two primary
operators O1,O2, then we must have a family of operators [O1O2]n for n = 0, 1, 2, . . ., called the
double-twist operators, with increasing spins and twists τ = ∆−l approaching τ → τO1 +τO2 +2n
as l→∞. The paper [138] analyzes the double-twist operators in the Ising model.
1 eqs. (3.48) and (3.49) are automatically used in autoboot to reduce bootstrap equations.
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We symmetrized the bootstrap equations under z ↔ 1−z and it is natural to expand functions
of z such as g∆ij ,∆klO (u, v), F
12,34
∓,O (u, v) around the crossing symmetric point z = z∗ = 1/2 as
f (z = x+
√
y) =
∑
m+2n≤Λ
fm,n(x− 1/2)myn + o(|z − 1/2|Λ), (3.50)
with a cutoff parameter Λ, where x = <z and √y = i=z (terms with odd power in y vanish
from the symmetry of the conformal blocks under z ↔ z¯). In section 4, we discuss the methods
to calculate the coefficients fn,m for the conformal blocks. z = 1/2 is also the center of the
overlapping region of convergence |z| , |1− z| < 1. At this point, we have u∗ = v∗ = 1/4,
(x∗, y∗) = (1/2, 0), ρ∗ = r∗ = 3− 2
√
2 ≈ 0.1716 and θ∗ = 0 in Table 1.
Now consider a linear functional α which acts on a function of z in (3.50) as
α(f) =
∑
m+2n≤Λ
αm,nfm,n ∈ R. (3.51)
From (3.46), a vector ~α of such functionals gives
0 = ~α ·
(
~Vunit
)
+
∑
j:disc.
βtj~α ·
(
~Vj
)
βj +
∑
j:cont.
∑
`
∫
βtj~α ·
(
~Vj,∆
)
βjd∆, (3.52)
where we separated the contribution from the unit operator 1(x) = 1, which has trivial OPE
coefficients
α1OO′ = δOO′ . (3.53)
If there is a vector of functionals such that
• ~α ·
(
~Vunit
)
= 1,
• for any discrete sector j, ~α ·
(
~Vj
)
 0,
• for any continuous sector j, and for any ∆ allowed, ~α ·
(
~Vj,∆
)
 0,
then Eq. (3.52) contradicts from the reality of β. Finding α (using rational approximation dis-
cussed in subsection 4.3) is nothing but a semidefinite problem (SDP), which we discuss further
in subsection 4.4. The functional vector ~αworks as a proof of inconsistency in bootstrap equations
and, as we will see later in section 6, this condition is strong enough to put nontrivial constraints
on the CFT data. In our qboot, find_contradiction constructs a semidefinite problem to
find such a ~α.
Next, let us consider a method to extract information about the OPE coefficient in sector j0
from (3.52), following [19, 24]. We fix the direction of OPE coefficients as βj0 = |β0|λ0 where
|β0| ≥ 0 is an unknown norm. Rewrite (3.52) as
~α·
(
~Vunit
)
= − |β0|2 λt0~α·
(
~Vj0
)
λ0−
∑
j:disc.
βtj~α·
(
~Vj
)
βj−
∑
j:cont.
∑
`
∫
βtj~α·
(
~Vj,∆
)
βjd∆, (3.54)
and find ~α such that
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• maximize ~α ·
(
~Vunit
)
,
• λt0~α ·
(
~Vj0
)
λ0 = 1,
• for any discrete sector j 6= j0, ~α ·
(
~Vj
)
 0,
• for any continuous sector j, and for any ∆ allowed, ~α ·
(
~Vj,∆
)
 0,
then such ~α gives a constraint on |β0| as
~α ·
(
~Vunit
)
= − |β0|2 − · · · ≤ − |β0|2 , (3.55)
|β0|2 ≤ −~α ·
(
~Vunit
)
. (3.56)
We obtain the tightest upper bound by the ~α which maximizes ~α ·
(
~Vunit
)
, which corresponds to
a semidefinite programming with a objective function. The lower bound
~α′ ·
(
~Vunit
)
≤ |β0|2 (3.57)
also can be obtained from ~α′ which minimizes ~α′ ·
(
~Vunit
)
and satisfies the norm condition
λt0~α
′ ·
(
~Vj0
)
λ0 = −1 (3.58)
and the same semidefiniteness conditions ~α′ ·
(
~Vj
)
 0. In our qboot, ope_maximize (resp.
ope_minimize) constructs a semidefinite problem to find the optimal ~α (resp. ~α′).
A technique to extract information from the bootstrap equation, called the extremal functional
method (EFM), was introduced in [28, 139] and used in [138] to study the spectrum of the Ising
model. For simplicity, we assume that each sector has only one OPE coefficient: βj = (βj).
Separate the unit sector in (3.46)
− ~Vunit =
∑
j:disc.
β2j ~Vj +
∑
j:cont.
∑
`
∫
β2j ~Vj,∆d∆, (3.59)
and consider a problem: “Is there any solution { βj | j } to (3.59) upto first N terms in Taylor
series around z∗?” Each block ~Vj is regarded as one point and { ~Vj,∆ | ∆ } is a curve in RN . Let
S = { ~Vj | j : disc. }∪{ ~Vj,∆ | j : cont. }. Then the nonnegativity of β2j implies that the right hand
of (3.59) defines a convex cone including all points and curves in all sectors, and the problem
can be rephrased as “Does the conical hull of S contain ~T := −~Vunit?”, and by the duality,
also equivalent to a non-existence of a hyper-plane α · x = 0, α ∈ RN such that all points and
curves in S are on one side α · x ≥ 0 and ~T is on the other side α · x < 0. This is just the
condition we discussed above, but gives us a geometric picture of the conformal bootstrap. A
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small variation of parameters such as scaling dimensions of externals or the gap in the spectrum
causes variations of S and ~T . At the boundary where the target vector ~T is just on the surface of
the cone, we can expect that there is a unique separating hyper-plane and α, which is called the
extremal functional (Figure 3), and only terms on the hyper-plane, α · ~Vj,∆ = 0, can appear in
(3.59). Assuming the uniqueness, the number of zero points is N and we have a spectrum with N
primaries. ~T is also uniquely decomposed as a linear combination of ~Vj,∆ in the spectrum, and we
can calculate OPE coefficients which solve the truncated bootstrap equations. This is called the
EFM and gives us information about CFT data on the boundary of the exclusion plot. The EFM
is also applicable to the case with multiple OPE coefficients by changing the zero point condition
to det
(
α · ~Vj,∆
)
= 0. Generally, the island shrinks as we take N → ∞, so the truly consistent
point resides not on the boundary but inside the island, and we have to execute the EFM with
sufficiently small island to get reasonable results [138].
T

Feasible
T

Infeasible
T

Extremal
Figure 3: Feasible and infeasible cases in conical programming that the target point ~T is
included in the conical hull of S. We consider the case with N = 3 and that S has one curve
(the black line), and the figures are projected on some plane away from the origin. A conical
hull becomes a convex hull in this projection, and shown as blue colored region. Varying S
continuously, we have the extremal case as a boundary between feasible and infeasible cases.
The red line separates ~T from S and is a proof of infeasibilily. We have infinitely many
separating hyper-planes, and at the extremal case, we have only one line, which defines the
extremal functional. ~T is expressed as a unique linear combination of two red points on the
extremal hyper-plane.
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4 Numerical methods
In subsection 4.1, subsection 4.2 and subsection 4.3, we discuss numerical methods to compute
conformal blocks numerically. In subsection 4.4, we explain how SDP is used to solve bootstrap
equations and also introduce a new technique which we call hot-starting.
4.1 Diagonal limit for conformal blocks
Let a conformal block g∆12,∆34∆,l on real line ρ = ρ¯ be expanded around ρ = 0 as
g∆12,∆34∆,l (ρ, ρ) = (4ρ)
∆
∞∑
n=0
bnρ
n, (4.1)
b0 =
(2)l
(−2)l()l , (4.2)
where b0 follows from the normalization condition eq. (2.72). We selected ρ coordinate instead of
z coordinate according to [140]. One can derive ordinary differential equations
D4g
∆12,∆34
∆,l (ρ, ρ) = 0 (` > 0) , (4.3)
D3g
∆12,∆34
∆,0 (ρ, ρ) = 0, (4.4)
from the Casimir equations eqs. (2.79) and (2.80), where D4 is some order-4 differential operator
of ρ and D3 is order-3 [141]. These differential equations imply recursion relations of bn:
7∑
i=0
pi,nbn−i = 0 (l > 0) , (4.5)
5∑
i=0
pi,nbn−i = 0 (l = 0) , (4.6)
where bn = 0 for n < 0. pi,n is a polynomial of n and
p0,n =
{
−n(n+ 2∆− 2− 2)(n+ ∆− 2− l − 1)(n+ ∆ + l − 1) (l > 0) ,
n(n+ 2∆− 2− 2)(n+ ∆− 1) (l = 0) . (4.7)
If ∆ is a root of some p0,n, we calculate at ∆→ ∆±x for some small x and just take their average
by continuity of conformal blocks in ∆. We get approximation of conformal blocks around the
crossing symmetric point ρ = ρ∗ = 3−2
√
2 (and their derivatives on ρ = ρ¯) by taking sufficiently
many terms:
∂kρg
∆12,∆34
∆,l (ρ, ρ)
∣∣∣
ρ=ρ∗
≈
nmax∑
n=0
4∆bn(∆ + n)(∆ + n− 1) · · · (∆ + n− k + 1)ρ∆+n−k∗ . (4.8)
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To obtain results in P binary digits, the sufficient number for nmax is roughly nmax > 0.4P . The
explicit form of the polynomials pi,n used in qboot was given in cboot2. To get approximation
in z coordinate, we can use
z − 1
2
=
(
2
√
2r′ − 1
2
r′2
)(
4− 2
√
2 + r′
)−2
, (4.9)
where r′ = ρ− ρ∗, and (inversed) substitution of variables in
g∆12,∆34∆,l (ρ, ρ) =
Λ∑
n=0
∂kρg
∆12,∆34
∆,l (ρ, ρ)
∣∣∣
ρ=ρ∗
r′n + o(r′Λ) (4.10)
gives
g∆12,∆34∆,l (z, z) =
Λ∑
n=0
∂kz g
∆12,∆34
∆,l (z, z)
∣∣∣
z=1/2
(z − 1/2)n + o((z − 1/2)Λ). (4.11)
4.2 Transverse derivatives of conformal blocks
The conformal block expanded at z = z¯
g∆12,∆34∆,l (z, z) =
Λ∑
k=0
gk(z − 1/2)k + o
(
(z − 1/2)Λ) . (4.12)
is sufficient to recover the transverse components
g∆12,∆34∆,l (z, z¯) =
Λ/2∑
n=0
Λ−2n∑
m=0
gm,n (x− 1/2)m yn + o
(
|z − 1/2|Λ
)
. (4.13)
The technique to achieve this was introduced in [26] and generalized to the case with unequal
externals in [56]. It was derived by rewriting the Casimir equation eq. (2.79) in (x, y) coordinate,
and with our notation, the formula is:
2n(2n+ 2− 1) [gm,n − (8gm−3,n + 4gm−2,n − 2gm−1,n)]
= −(m+ 1)(m+ 2)gm+2,n−1
+ 2(m+ 1) (2(+ S)−m− 4n+ 6)) gm+1,n−1
+ 4
[
4c2 + 4(m+ n− 1)+m2 + 8mn+ 4n2
−5m− 2n− 2 + 2P + 4(m+ 2n− 2)S] gm,n−1
+ 8
[
2(m− 2n+ 1)+m2 + 12mn+ 12n2
−13m− 34n+ 22 + 2P + 2(m+ 4n− 5)S] gm−1,n−1
+ 8(m+ 1) (−2+ 3m+ 4n− 6 + 2S) gm+1,n−2
2 https://github.com/tohtsky/cboot/blob/master/scalar/hor_formula.c
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+ 4(m+ 1)(m+ 2)gm+2,n−2, (4.14)
and the boundary conditions are
gm,0 = gm, (4.15)
gm,n = 0 (m < 0 or n < 0) . (4.16)
This technique, combined with the diagonal limit in subsection 4.1 gives us a method to compute
an arbitrary conformal block g∆12,∆34∆,l with fixed ∆, l,∆12,∆34 as a Taylor series around z = 1/2
upto m+ 2n ≤ Λ. Now, the symmetrized object F ij,kl∓,O (u, v) defined as
F ij,kl∓,O (u, v) = v
∆k+∆j
2 g
∆ij ,∆kl
O (u, v)∓ u
∆k+∆j
2 g
∆ij ,∆kl
O (v, u), (4.17)
is also computable, because we can compute the Taylor series of
v
∆k+∆j
2 =
(
(x− 1/2)2 − y)∆k+∆j2 (4.18)
easily and F ij,kl∓,O (u, v)/2 is just the projection of v
∆k+∆j
2 g
∆ij ,∆kl
O (u, v) onto even (resp. odd) sector
spanned by (x− 1/2)myn with even (resp. odd) y.
4.3 Rational Approximation
A conformal block represented by the projection operator
|O| =
∑
|α〉,|β〉=|O〉,P |O〉,PP |O〉,...
(
G−1
)αβ |α〉 〈β| , (4.19)
in (2.73) shows that g∆12,∆34∆,l has poles in case that the Gram matrix G
α,β = 〈α | β〉 becomes
singular. The singular descendant states which arise at a pole ∆ = ∆∗ are called the null states,
and the null states are descendants of a state |χ〉, which is a descendant of O and also a primary
Kµ |χ〉 = 0, and thus can be gathered into conformal towers included in the tower of O. Then
the residue of g∆12,∆34∆,l at ∆ = ∆∗ are described by another conformal block, and the paper [142]
proved a recursion relation for conformal blocks in odd d:
g∆12,∆34∆,l (r, η) = (4r)
∆h∆12,∆34∆,l (r, η), (4.20)
h∆12,∆34∆,l (r, η) = h˜
∆12,∆34
l (r, η) +
∑
i,k
c∆12,∆34i (k)r
ni(k)
∆−∆i(k) h
∆12,∆34
∆i(k)+ni(k),li(k)
(r, η), (4.21)
h˜∆12,∆34l (r, η) =
(−1/2)ll!C()l (η)
()l (1− r2)(1− 2ηr + r2)1−∆12+∆34(1 + 2ηr + r2)1+∆12−∆34
, (4.22)
which was the main key in the seminal work [39]. Here i runs over { 1, 2, 3 } and k runs over all
positive integer for i = 1, 2 and 1 ≤ k ≤ l for i = 3. ∆i(k), ni(k) and li(k) is defined in Table 2,
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i ∆i(k) ni(k) li(k) k runs over
1 1− l − k k l + k 1, 2, . . .
2 1 + − k 2k l 1, 2, . . .
3 1 + l + 2− k k l − k 1, 2, . . . , l
Table 2: Ingredients in the recursion relation of conformal blocks.
and3
c∆12,∆341 (k) = −
(−8)kk (1−k+∆12
2
)
k
(
1−k+∆34
2
)
k
(k!)2
, (4.23)
c∆12,∆342 (k) = −
(−16)kk(− k)2k
∏
±,j=12,34
(
l++1−k±∆j
2
)
k
(k!)2(l + − k)2k(l + + 1− k)2k , (4.24)
c∆12,∆343 (k) = −
(−2)kk(2+ l − k)k
(
1−k+∆12
2
)
k
(
1−k+∆34
2
)
k
(k!)2(l − k)!(l + − k)k(l + + 1− k)k . (4.25)
The poles ∆i(k) are below the unitarity bound (and the unitarity bound is the maximum pole by
definition). This formula cannot be applied in case that d is even, because ∆1(k) = ∆2(k+ l+d−
2) and poles of order-two emerge, but we can take a fractional dimension around d and the limit
to the even integer reproduces consistent results with the closed-form known for even d. From
this recursion relation, a conformal block as a function of ∆ can be approximated in the following
form
g∆12,∆34∆,l (r, η) ≈
(4r)∆∏
j(∆−∆j)
P (∆), (4.26)
where {∆j } is a finite set of poles and P (∆) is a polynomial of ∆, by just taking finite terms in
(4.21). Note that the prefactor (4r)∆/
∏
j(∆ − ∆j) is automatically positive in case that (∆, l)
satisfies the unitarity condition.
Eq. (4.21) depends on ∆ only through the denominator 1/(∆ − ∆i(k)), and we have an ap-
proximation around z = 1/2:
h∆12,∆34∆,l (x, y) ≈
1∏
j(∆−∆j)
∑
m+2n≤Λ
hm,n(∆)(x− 1/2)myn + o(|z − 1/2|Λ), (4.27)
deg hm,n = ν, (4.28)
where ν is the number of poles ∆j . (4r)∆ can be expanded around the crossing symmetric point
(r∗, θ∗) = (3− 2
√
2, 0) as
(r/r∗)∆ =
∑
m+2n≤Λ
pm,n(∆)(x− 1/2)myn + o(|z − 1/2|Λ), (4.29)
3 In case that ∆12 = 0 or ∆34 = 0, we have c1(k) = c3(k) = 0 for odd k, and the poles ∆1(k), ∆3(k) vanishes
from the conformal blocks. This property is incorporated in cboot and qboot to reduce the number of poles.
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with some polynomials pm,n(∆) of degree m+ n, and we obtain
g∆12,∆34∆,l (x, y) ≈
(4r∗)∆∏
j(∆−∆j)
∑
m+2n≤Λ
gm,n(∆)(x− 1/2)myn + o(|z − 1/2|Λ), (4.30)
where the maximum degree of gm,n(∆) is Λ + ν. More accurate approximation requires larger
value of ν, and increases the running time of SDPB, which depends on the degree of polynomials
gm,n(∆). We review the technique to suppress the degree and improve the accuracy, which was
introduced in [30] and implemented in PyCFTBoot and cboot. The idea is to take two collection
of poles P1 ⊂ P2 and calculate approximation with P2 and then rewrite it only with poles in P1.
The second step is done by replacing contributions from P2 \ P1 with those from P1:
1
∆−∆i ≈
∑
j∈P1
aj
∆−∆j . (4.31)
The coefficients a1, . . . , an are chosen by matching the first n/2 derivatives at the unitary bound
and∞.
4.4 Semidefinite programming solver and hot-starting
We briefly describe a simple method to often significantly reduce the running time of the SDP
solver during the numerical bootstrap.
The semidefinite programming solver SDPB [45] can solve a polynomial matrix program
(PMP), which is defined from bn ∈ R and symmetric matrices Mnj (x) of size mj × mj , whose
elements are polynomials of x, as follows:
maximize
N−1∑
n=0
bnyn + bN over y ∈ RN ,
such that
N−1∑
n=0
ynM
n
j (x) MNj (x) for all x ≥ 0, 0 ≤ j < J. (4.32)
A SDP can easily be converted into a PMP just by taking constant polynomials, and as discussed
in [45], a PMP is also convertible to a SDP:
maximize b · y :=
N−1∑
n=0
bnyn over y ∈ RN , Y ∈ SK ,
such that Y  0
and Tr(ApY ) + (By)p = cp for all 0 ≤ p < P. (4.33)
where SK is a set of real symmetric matrices of size K, and A0, . . . , AP−1 ∈ SK , B ∈ RP×N
and c ∈ RP are defined by Mnj (x). The key idea in this transformation is a generalization of the
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following fact: a polynomial p(x) with real coefficients is nonnegative in x ≥ 0 if and only if p(x)
is a sum of squares, i.e., there exist positive semidefinite matrices Y1, Y2 such that
p(x) =
∑
ij
Y1;ijqi(x)qj(x) + x
∑
ij
Y2;ijqi(x)qj(x), (4.34)
where qi(x) = xi, and equivalent to the existence of a symmetric matrices Y1 ∈ Sd/2, Y2 ∈
S(d−1)/2 such that(
Y1 0
0 Y2
)
 0, (4.35)
p(xk) =
∑
ij
Y1;ijqi(xk)qj(xk) + xk
∑
ij
Y2;ijqi(xk)qj(xk), (4.36)
where d = deg p and (x0, . . . , xd) are arbitrary but distinct sample points. The generalization
of this theorem to the nonnegativity of a polynomial matrix allows us to rewrite the J con-
straints
∑N−1
n=0 ynM
n
j (x)  MNj (x) for x ≥ 0 into constraints on the positive-semidefiniteness
of Y1, . . . , Y2J and sufficient number of linear equations. SDPB utilizes the sparsity of a coeffi-
cient matrixA and a combined block-diagonal matrix Y = diag(Y1, . . . , Y2J). The previous study
before the appearance of SDPB relied on older, more generic SDP solver SDPA [116–118], and
the specialized solver SDPB significantly improved the performance in the study of the conformal
bootstrap.
Eq. (4.33) is related to its dual optimization problem:
minimize c · x over x ∈ RP , X ∈ SK ,
such that X  0,
X =
∑
p
Apxp,
and Btx = b. (4.37)
We call (4.33) the dual problem and (4.37) the primal problem.
When (x,X) or (y, Y ) satisfies the respective constraints in (4.37) or (4.33), they are called
primal or dual feasible. A primal (resp. dual) feasible point is called optimal if it has the minimum
(resp. maximum) objective. The duality gap defined as c ·x−b ·y is guaranteed to be non-negative
for a primal feasible (x,X) and a dual feasible (y, Y ). When the duality gap vanishes, both
(x,X) and (y, Y ) are the optimal point, and XY = 0. A SDP solver starts from an initial point
(x,X, y, Y ), which is allowed not to satisfy the equality constraints in (4.33) and (4.37), and
updates the values of (x,X, y, Y ) approximately along the central path XY = µI , µ → +0 via
a generalized Newton search so that they become feasible up to an allowed numerical error we
specify.
In the application to the numerical bootstrap, the bootstrap constraints are turned into a max-
imization problem of the dual form discussed above. The aim is to construct an exclusion plot of
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the scaling dimensions ∆1,...,n of external operators φ1,...,n. Depending on the precision we want
to impose, we pick a fixed value of K,N, P , and we construct c, B, Ap as a function of ∆1,...,n.
We often simply set b = 0 and look for a dual feasible solution. If one is found, the chosen set of
values ∆1,...,n is excluded. To construct an exclusion plot, we repeat this operation for many sets
of values ∆1,...,n.
In the existing literature before [1], and in the sample implementations available in the com-
munity, the SDP solver was often repeatedly run with the fixed initial value (x,X, y, Y ) =
(0,ΩP IK×K , 0,ΩDIK×K) where IK×K is the unit matrix and ΩP,D are real constants. Our im-
provement is simple and straightforward: for two sets of nearby input values ∆1,...,n and ∆′1,...,n,
we reuse the final value (x∗, X∗, y∗, Y∗) for the previous run as the initial value for the next run.
For nearby values of ∆1,...,n, the updates of the values (x,X, y, Y ) via the generalized Newton
search are expected to follow a similar path. Therefore, we can expect that reusing the values
of (x,X, y, Y ) might speed up the running time, possibly significantly. We call this simple tech-
nique the hot-starting of the semidefinite solver. For this purpose, we contributed a new option
--initialCheckpointFile to SDPB, so that the initial value of (x,X, y, Y ) can be specified
at the launch of SDPB. This technique was later used in [105] very effectively.
We have not performed any extensive, scientific measurement of the actual speedup by this
technique. But in our experience, the SDPB finds the dual feasible solutions about 10 to 20 times
faster than starting from the default initial value.
There are a couple of points to watch out in using this technique:
• In the original description of SDPB in [45], it is written in Sec. 3.4 that
In practice, if SDPB finds a primal feasible solution (x,X) after some number
of iterations, then it will never eventually find a dual feasible one. Thus, we
additionally include the option --findPrimalFeasible
and that finding a primal feasible solution corresponds to the chosen set of values ∆1,...,n is
considered allowed. This observation does not hold, however, once the hot-start technique
is applied. We indeed found that often a primal feasible solution is quickly found, and then a
dual feasible solution is found later. Therefore, finding a primal feasible solution should not
be taken as a substitute for never finding a dual feasible solution. Instead, we need to turn
on options --findDualFeasible and --detectPrimalFeasibleJump and turn off
--findPrimalFeasible 4.
• From our experiences, it is useful to prepare the tuple (x,X, y, Y ) by running the SDPB for
two values of ∆1,...,n, such that one is known to belong to the rejected region and another
is known to belong to the accepted region, so that the tuple (x,X, y, Y ) experiences both
finding of a dual feasible solution and detecting of a primal feasible jump. Somehow this
4 Walter Landry pointed out that our observation here seems to be related to the bug in SDPB, where the primal
error was not correctly evaluated. This bug is corrected in the SDPB version 2 [114], released in early March 2019.
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significantly speeds up the running time of the subsequent runs5.
• When one reuses the tuple (x,X, y, Y ) too many times, the control value µ which is sup-
posed to decrease sometimes mysteriously starts to increase. At the same time, one observes
that the primal and dual step lengths αP and αD (in the notation of [45]) become very small.
This effectively stops the updating of the tuple (x,X, y, Y ). When this happens, it is better
to start afresh, or to reuse the tuple (x,X, y, Y ) from some time ago which did not show
this pathological behavior.
5 In one example we solved using a 14-core CPU, the first two points took about 10 days, and the average runtime
in the subsequent runs was about 9.5 hours per point.
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5 Implementation
In this section, we discuss the actual implementation of the ideas for autoboot and qboot
explained in previous sections. In subsection 5.5, all symbols provided by qboot are defined in
the namespace qboot and we omit qboot:: for simplicity.
5.1 Group theory data
In autoboot we provide a proof-of-concept implementation of the strategy described in the
previous section. For each compact group G to be supported in autoboot, one needs to provide
the following information:
• Labels r of irreducible representations together with their dimensions,
• The complex conjugation map r 7→ r¯,
• Abstract tensor product decompositions of ri ⊗ rj into irreducible representations,
• Explicit unitary representation matrices of the generators of G for each irreducible repre-
sentation r.
Currently we support small finite groups in the SmallGrp library [119] of the computer al-
gebra system GAP [120] and small classical groups SO(2), O(2), SO(3), O(3), U(1), SU(2). For
classical groups, these data can in principle be generated automatically, but at present we imple-
ment by hand only a few representations we actually support.
For small finite groups, we use a separate script to extract these data from GAP and convert
them using a C# program into a form easily usable from autoboot. Currently the script uses
IrreducibleRepresentationsDixon in the GAP library ctbllib, which is based on the
algorithm described in [143]. Due to the slowness of this algorithm, the distribution of autoboot
as of December 2019 does not contain the converted data for all the small groups in the SmallGrp
library.
We have in fact implemented two variants, one where matrix elements are computed as rigor-
ous algebraic numbers, and another where matrix elements are numerically evaluated with arbi-
trary precision. The line
<<"group.m"
or
<<"ngroup.m"
loads the algebraic or numerical version, respectively.
The invariant tensor f(a, b, c) = ope[r,s,t][n][a,b,c] in inv 〈t|r, s〉 needs to satisfy∑
a′b′
r(g)aa′s(g)bb′f(a
′, b′, c) =
∑
c′
f(a, b, c′)t(g)c′c (5.1)
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for the discrete part g ∈ G and∑
a′
r(x)aa′f(a
′, b, c) +
∑
b′
s(x)bb′f(a, b
′, c) =
∑
c′
f(a, b, c′)t(x)c′c (5.2)
for infinitesimal generators x ∈ g, where we use raa′ for the representation matrices for a repre-
sentation r, etc. Our autoboot enumerates these equations from the given explicit representation
matrices, and solves them using NullSpace and Orthogonalize of Mathematica. We also
make sure that for r = s these coefficients are either even or odd under a ↔ b, and for r 6= s,
ope[r,s,t][n][a,b,c] = ope[s,r,t][n][b,a,c].
The notations in this thesis and in the code are mapped as follows:
inv[r,s,t] = dim inv 〈r, s, t〉 , (5.3)
ope[r,s,t][n][a,b,c] =
{
c
t
∣∣∣∣ a, br, s
}
n
, (5.4)
ope[r][a,b] = { a, b }r , (5.5)
cor[r,s,t][n][a,b,c] =
〈
a, b, c
r, s, t
〉
n
, (5.6)
cor[r1, r2, r3, r4][s,n,m][a1, a2, a3, a4] =
〈
a1, a2, a3, a4
r1, r2, r3, r4
〉
s;nm
. (5.7)
Various isomorphisms among the invariant tensors are given by the following:
σ[r,s,t][n] = σn(r, s, t), (5.8)
τ[r,s,t][n,m] = τnm(r, s, t), (5.9)
ω[r,s,t][n,m] = ωnm(r, s, t), (5.10)
six[r1, r2, r3, r4][s,n,m,t,k,l] =
n
m
k
l
s t
r1
r4
r3
r2 . (5.11)
These are memoized and (except σ) can be computed using the inner product of the invariant
tensors as explained already. Since the matrix elements of invariant tensors are often very sparse,
and that the dimension of the space of invariant tensors is often simply 1, our autoboot uses a
quicker method in computing them, by using only the first dim inv 〈r, s, t〉 linearly-independent
entries of the invariant tensors and actually solving the linear equations.
5.2 CFT data
A primary operator O in the representation r in G, with the sign σ(O) = p and the spin l such
that (−1)l = q is represented by
O = op[O,r,p,q]. (5.12)
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The complex conjugate operator is then dualOp[O]. The first argument is the name of the
operator; all intermediate operators share the name op. The unit operator is given by 1 =
op[0,id,1,1]. To register an external primary scalar operator, call
setOps[{op[x,r,p,q],...}]. (5.13)
As a shorthand, we can use op[x,r] for op[x,r,1,1].
The OPE coefficients are denoted by
λ[φ1, φ2,O][n] = λnφ1φ2O, α[φ1, φ2,O][n] = αnφ1φ2O (5.14)
for intermediate operators O, and by
µ[φ1, φ2,O][n] = λnφ1φ2φ3 , ν[φ1, φ2,O][n] = αnφ1φ2φ3 (5.15)
for external operators φ3 = O. Internally, we solve the constraints (3.31), (3.33), (3.32) as ex-
plained at the end of subsection 3.2 and represent them all by linear combinations of real constants
β[φ1, φ2,O][m].
5.3 Bootstrap equations
The bootstrap equations are obtained by calling bootAll[]. When the bootstrap equations are
given by a = 0 ∧ b = 0 ∧ · · · , the return value of bootAll[] is eqn[{ a, b, . . . }]. Here,
a, b, . . . are given by real linear combinations of sum and single, where sum[f,op[x,r,p,q
]] represents ∑
O:r
σ(O)=p
(−1)l=q
f (5.16)
and single[f] corresponds to just f .
Inside the code, the conformal blocks are represented by
Fp[a,b,c,d,o] = F ab,cd−,o , Hp[a,b,c,d,o] = F
ab,cd
+,o , (5.17)
F[a,b,c,d] = F ab,cd−,O , H[a,b,c,d] = F
ab,cd
+,O . (5.18)
Then the function f inside single is a product of two β’s and Fp or Hp, and the function f
inside sum is a product of two β’s and F or H. The function format gives a more readable
representation of the equations.
We convert the bootstrap equations into an SDP following the standard method. To do this,
makeSDP[...] first finds all the sectorsO in the intermediate channel, and for each sector j, we
list all the OPE coefficients βIj involved in that sector. We then extract the vector of matrices ~V
IJ
j
as described in (3.46). autoboot splits this matrix ~V IJj into block-diagonal components.
At this point, it is straightforward to convert it into a form understandable by an SDP solver
spdb. We implemented a function toCboot[...] which constructs a Python program which
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uses cboot [57]. After saving the Python program to a file, some minor edits will be necessary
to set up the gaps in the assumed spectrum etc. Then the Python program will output the XML
file which can be fed to SDPB. We also implemented a function toQboot[...]which constructs
a C++ program which uses qboot.
5.4 Semidefinite programming
SDPB [45] can solve a polynomial matrix program (PMP), which is defined from bn ∈ R and
symmetric matrices Mnj (x) of size mj ×mj , whose elements are polynomials of x, as follows:
maximize
∑N−1
n=0 bnyn + bN over y ∈ RN ,
such that
∑N−1
n=0 ynM
n
j (x) MNj (x) for all x ≥ 0 and 0 ≤ j < J .
There is an obvious generalization of a PMP, which we call a function matrix program (FMP),
which allows an element of Mnj (x) at (r, c) to be in the form χj(x)Q
n
j;r,c(x), where χj(x) is a
positive function in x ≥ 0 andQnj;r,c(x) is a polynomial of x. An FMP can also be solved by SDPB
by cancelling a positive common factor χj(x) from the inequalities, but as noted in [45], keeping
the natural scale in χj(x) improves performance. In qboot, χj(x) is represented by an instance of
ScaleFactor. A scale factor χj(x) should know the maximum degree dj = maxn,r,c degQnj;r,c,
because SDPB requires
• bilinear bases qjm(x) (0 ≤ m ≤ dj/2),
• sample points xjk (0 ≤ k ≤ dj),
• sample scalings sjk (0 ≤ k ≤ dj),
and it is natural to take sjk = χ(x
j
k) and q
j
m(x) to be an orthogonal polynomials:
deg qjm = m, (5.19)∫ ∞
0
qjm(x)q
j
m′(x)χj(x)dx = δmm′ . (5.20)
In the conformal bootstrap, the typical form of scale factors for a sector with spectrum [∆∗,∞)
is
χj(x) =
(4ρ∗)x+∆∗∏
i(x+ ∆∗ −∆i)
, (5.21)
where ∆i are the poles, discussed in subsection 4.3. The integral∫ ∞
0
e−kxxn
x+ p
dx = (−p)nepkΓ(0, pk) + 1
kn
n−1∑
i=0
(n− i− 1)!(−pk)i (5.22)
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can be evaluated exactly, therefore we can easily calculate the orthogonal polynomials qjm(x).
Sample points can be any sequence of distinct points, and we followed [45] in choosing6:
xjk =
pi2
−4 log r∗ ·
(k − 1/4)2
dj + 1
. (5.23)
Consider a generalized inequality
∀x ∈ [a, b) , χ(x)
d∑
n=0
Mnx
n ≥ 0, (5.24)
where χ(x) is a positive function in a ≤ x < b and we assume b > 0, Mn is a symmetric matrix.
A Möbius transformation7
x =
b(y + a)
y + b
, y =
b(x− a)
b− x (5.25)
converts (5.24) into
∀y ∈ [0,∞) , 1
(y + b)d
χ
(
b(y + a)
y + b
) d∑
n=0
Mnb
n(y + a)n(y + b)d−n ≥ 0. (5.26)
This is a FMP with a new scale factor χ˜(y) = 1
(y+b)d
χ
(
b(y+a)
y+b
)
and we can solve it by SDPB. χ˜(y),
however, does not have a natural orthogonal polynomial associated to it, because an element of
the Gram matrix in (5.20) associated with χ˜∫ ∞
0
χ˜(y)yndy =
bn
(b(b− a))d−1
∫ b
a
(x− a)n(b− x)d−n−2χ(x)dx (5.27)
does not converge for n ≥ d − 1 if χ(x) = O(1) around x = b, and we just take qjm(y) = ym if
b <∞.
A (unitary) conformal bootstrap using semidefiniteness has been studied with gap assumptions
on the spectrum:
Any operator (∆, l) in some sector must satisfy ∆∗ ≤ ∆.
With qboot, eq. (5.25) allows more complicated assumptions such as:
Any operator (∆, l) in some sector must satisfy ∆1 ≤ ∆ ≤ ∆2 or ∆3 ≤ ∆.
We describe how to write spectrums in qboot in subsection 5.5.
The elements of matrices Mn appearing in an inequality (5.24) is a linear combination of
F ab,cd∓,O . If all primaries O, a, b, c, d are fixed, it is straightforward to evaluate the element using
6 This sequence was in Mathematica script in SDPB, https://github.com/davidsd/sdpb/blob/
master/mathematica/SDPB.m, and used in cboot.
7 The assumption b > 0 is needed to ensure y ≥ 0 in a ≤ x < b. y = x−ab−x is valid even if b ≤ 0, and we chose
the normalization as in (5.25) to get y = x− a in the limit b→∞.
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the methods described in subsection 4.1 and subsection 4.2. We also have to evaluate with fixed
a, b, c, d but with unknown primary O, as a function of its scaling dimension ∆. Previously, this
has been done by the recursion relation in subsection 4.3, but we do not use it explicitly. We use
the rational approximation (4.21) only to determine the scaling factor χ(x) (and the maximum
degree), and evaluate conformal blocks only at sample points xjk. This method depends on the
structure of the input files for SDPB: SDPB has two types of input. One is the XML file which
needs full coefficients of polynomials
∑
nMnx
n, and the other is a directory with some files8
which can be constructed only by the evaluations χ(xjk)
∑
nMn(x
j
k)
n. In qboot, a conformal
block is only evaluated with a fixed internal operator and fixed externals and qboot does not
have to calculate polynomials explicitly and is greatly simplified. Furthermore, the accuracy of
conformal blocks does not depend on the number of poles, which determines the accuracy in
rational approximation, and can be improved, even with less poles, just by taking large cutoff
n_Max in the series expansion of the diagonal limit (4.8).
5.5 QBoot
In qboot, bootstrap equations are represented by an instance of BootstrapEquation, which
internally has three kinds of information; a list of sectors, a list of bootstrap equations and a
reference to Context.
Each sector is a instance of Sector and corresponds to a label j in the schematic bootstrap
equation in subsection 3.3,
0 =
∑
j:disc.
βtj
~Vjβj +
∑
j:cont.
∑
`
∫
βtj
~Vj,∆βjd∆. (3.46)
A sector has its name of type std::string and the number nj of OPE coefficients (βj ∈
Rnj ), and a continuous sector has the associated spectrum. A discrete sector is then obtained as
following.
Sector sec1("name1",2);
Sector sec2("name2",3,{real("5.6"),real("1.2"),real("-3.4")});
In this example, sec1 represents a sector with two unknown OPE coefficients and sec2 repre-
sents one with three fixed (upto overall factor) OPE coefficients. Fixed coefficients arises for the
unit sector in any CFT, which has only the trivial OPE coefficients. Another important example is
the stress tensor Tµν ; the Ward identity fixes the OPE coefficients with one Tµν as [15, 144]
λφφT = − d
(d− 1)Sd∆φ, Sd =
2pid/2
Γ(d/2)
. (5.28)
In a continuous sector, the spectrum is a list of GeneralPrimaryOperator. An instance of
GeneralPrimaryOperator stands for an intermediate operator of spin l and scaling dimension
8 The directory format for SDPB is not documented in its manual, while the XML format is fully supported. We
checked that we understand the directory format correctly by asking the developers of SDPB at https://github.
com/davidsd/sdpb/issues/37.
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∆ running over ∆ ∈ [∆0,∆1) (∆1 is allowed to be∞) and added into a Section variable sec
with nj OPE coefficients by:
Sector sec("name",nj,ContinuousType);
sec.add_op(l_0,d_0,d_1);
sec.add_op(l_0,d_2);
sec.add_op(l_1,d_3);
sec.add_op(l_2);
In this example, the spectrum defined by sec is
{ (∆, l0) | d0 ≤ ∆ < d1 ∨ d2 ≤ ∆ }∪{ (∆, l1) | d3 ≤ ∆ }∪{ (∆, l2) | ∆unitary ≤ ∆ } , (5.29)
where ∆unitary is the unitarity bound.
After all sectors are added, bootstrap equations are given by a list of Equation. An instance
of Equation corresponds to one line in bootstrap equations,
0 =
∑
j:disc.
∑
1≤I,J≤nj
βIj β
J
j V
IJ
j +
∑
j:cont.
∑
`
∫ ∑
1≤I,J≤nj
βIj β
J
j Vj,∆d∆. (5.30)
Matrix elements V IJj are written as a linear combination of F
ab,cd
∓,O , and F−, F+ do not appear in
one line at the same time. From this property, an Equation is assigned a parity, Even for F+
and Odd for F−. One term pβIj β
J
j F
ab,cd
∓,O in a continuous sector j can be added by
eq.add("cont. j", I, J, p, std::array{a, b, c, d});
and a term pβIj β
J
j F
ab,cd
∓,o in a discrete sector j can be added by
eq.add("disc. j", I, J, p, o, std::array{a, b, c, d});
Here, a, b, c, d, o are instances of PrimaryOperator and a primary operator with scaling di-
mension delta and spin spin can be created by
PrimaryOperator op(delta, spin, c);
in which c is an instance of Context.
An instance of Context is a basic object which provides a context in which conformal blocks
are evaluated; the spacetime dimension dim, the cutoff n_Max of the series expansion (4.8),
lambda which controls the number of terms to represent a complex function (3.50) and the num-
ber of threads p invoked by Context. When the method F_block in Context is called, one of
the threads calculates the related conformal block using the methods described in subsection 4.1
and subsection 4.2, and the result is memoized during the lifetime of Context.
We show a simple example for two equations
0 = F σσ,σσ−,1 (u, v) + λ
2
σσF
σσ,σσ
−, (u, v) +
∑
l:even
λ2σσOF
σσ,σσ
−,O (u, v) (5.31)
0 = F ,σσ+,1 (u, v)− λ2σσF σ,σ+,σ (u, v) + λσσλF ,σσ+, (u, v)
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−
∑
O:odd+
∑
l:even
λ2σσOF
σ,σ
+,O (u, v) +
∑
O:odd-
∑
l:odd
λ2σσOF
σ,σ
+,O (u, v)
+
∑
O:even
∑
l:even
λσσOλOF
,σσ
+,O (u, v) (5.32)
of the Ising model in qboot9, which is discussed in subsection 6.1 in detail. The code is as
follows:
qboot::mp::global_prec=1000; //L0
uint32_t n_Max=450,lambda=10,dim=3,numax=5,maxspin=20,parallel
=8; //L1
Context c(n_Max,lambda,dim,parallel); //L2
Op one{real(0),0,c},s{real("0.5181489"),0,c},e{real("1.412625")
,0,c}; //L3
vector<Sector> secs{{"unit",1,{real(1)}},{"scalar",2}}; //L4
{
Sector even("even",2,ContinuousType); //L5
even.add_op(0,real("3.8"),real("3.83")); //L6
even.add_op(0,real("6.8")); //L7
for(uint32_t spin=2;spin<=maxspin;spin+=2)even.add_op(spin);
secs.push_back(even);
Sector oddp("odd+",1,ContinuousType); //L8
oddp.add_op(0,real(3)); //L9
for(uint32_t spin=2;spin<=maxspin;spin+=2)oddp.add_op(spin);
secs.push_back(oddp);
Sector oddm("odd-",1,ContinuousType); //L10
for(uint32_t spin=1;spin<=maxspin;spin+=2)oddm.add_op(spin);
secs.push_back(oddm);
}
BootstrapEquation boot(c,secs,numax); //L11
Eq eq1(boot,Odd); //L12
eq1.add( "unit",0,0, real(1),one,array{s,s,s,s});
eq1.add("scalar",0,0, real(1), e,array{s,s,s,s});
eq1.add( "even",0,0, real(1),array{s,s,s,s});
boot.add_equation(eq1);
Eq eq2(boot,Even); //L13
eq2.add( "unit",0,0, real(1),one,array{e,e,s,s});
eq2.add("scalar",0,0,real(-1), s,array{e,s,s,e});
eq2.add("scalar",0,1, real(1), e,array{e,e,s,s});
eq2.add( "odd+",0,0,real(-1),array{e,s,s,e});
eq2.add( "odd-",0,0, real(1),array{e,s,s,e});
9 See https://github.com/selpoG/qboot/tree/master/sample for a working example.
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eq2.add( "even",0,1, real(1),array{e,e,s,s});
boot.add_equation(eq2);
boot.finish(); //L14
auto pmp=boot.find_contradiction("unit",parallel); //L15
auto input=move(pmp).create_input(parallel); //L16
input.write("sdp",parallel); //L17
Let us go through the example line by line:
• The line L0 tells MPFR to use binary 1000 digits in the significand of floating-point number.
• The lines L1 and L2 set parameters and create a Context c. We use 8 threads to calculate
conformal blocks.
• The line L3 creates three primary scalars, the unit operator, σ and .
• The line L4 initializes secs with two discrete sectors "unit" and "scalar".
• The lines L5, L8 and L10 defines three continuous sectors "even", "odd+" and "odd-".
The scalar part of the "even" sector is set to [3.8, 3.83) ∪ [6.8,∞) as in L6 and L7, which
is a stronger assumption than the unitarity [1/2,∞). The scalar part of the "odd+" is set to
[3,∞) as in L9, which corresponds to the uniqueness of relevant Z2-odd scalars in the Ising
model.
• The line L11 initializes a BootstrapEquation.
• In qboot, bootstrap equations are described line by line and all the transposition process
required to build an input to SDPB are executed internally. The line L12 describes (5.31) and
L13 describes (5.32). The OPE coefficients are 1 in "unit", (λσσ, λ) in "scalar",
λσσO in "odd+" and "odd-" and (λσσO, λO) in "even".
• The line L14 tells boot that all lines of bootstrap equations has been added.
• The line L15 creates a polynomial matrix program from the bootstrap equations in 8 threads.
For now, we can use find_contradiction, ope_maximize and ope_minimize dis-
cussed in eqs. (3.52), (3.56) and (3.57). The calculation of all conformal blocks are done
only in this line.
• The line L16 computes data to be fed to SDPB.
• The line L17 writes input to a directory "sdp".
Most of computations are executed in parallel threads, so the runtime is roughly proportional
to 1/parallel. qboot can create the output 14 − 19 times faster than cboot on a 14-core
28-thread CPU.
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6 Examples
6.1 3d Ising model
As discussed in section 1, the three dimensional Ising model is Z2 symmetric and has one relevant
primary scalar  in the Z2-even sector and one relevant scalar σ in the odd sector. Bootstrap
equations for , σ are
0 = F σσ,σσ−,1 + λ
2
σσF
σσ,σσ
−, +
∑
O+:even
λ2σσOF
σσ,σσ
−,O , (6.1)
0 = F ,−,1 + λ
2
F
,
−, +
∑
O+:even
λ2OF
,
−,O , (6.2)
0 = λ2σσF
σ,σ
−,σ +
∑
O−:odd
λ2σOF
σ,σ
−,O +
∑
O+:odd
λ2σOF
σ,σ
−,O , (6.3)
0 = F ,σσ−,1 + λ
2
σσF
σ,σ
−,σ + λσσλF
,σσ
−,
−
∑
O−:odd
λ2σOF
σ,σ
−,O +
∑
O+:odd
λ2σOF
σ,σ
−,O +
∑
O+:even
λσσOλOF
,σσ
−,O , (6.4)
0 = F ,σσ+,1 − λ2σσF σ,σ+,σ + λσσλF ,σσ+,
+
∑
O−:odd
λ2σOF
σ,σ
+,O −
∑
O+:odd
λ2σOF
σ,σ
+,O +
∑
O+:even
λσσOλOF
,σσ
+,O . (6.5)
Here, O± : parity means that O has spin l with (−1)l = ± and belongs to parity sector of Z2. In
the generated C++ program for qboot, we used following parameters
• global_prec = 1000, nmax = 450, Λ = 27, numax = 10,
• the spectrum of Z2-even, l = 0 is [3,∞) and the spectrum of Z2-even, l = 0 is [3,∞),
• l = { 0, 1, . . . , 26 } ∪ { 29, 30, 33, 34, 37, 38, 41, 42, 45, 46, 49, 50 }.
We have to take a finite set of spins to get a finite size of SDP and our choice is the same as in [45].
Solving problems generated by find_contradiction gives the island in the (∆σ,∆) space
shown in Figure 4.
Consider the case that the spectrum of Z2-even, l = 0 is [∆gap,∞). If (∆σ,∆,∆gap) is ex-
cluded and ∆gap < ∆′gap, the assumption by ∆
′
gap is stronger than ∆gap and cannot be consistent.
Thus we get the upper bound by the bisection method: (∆σ,∆,∆gap) is not excluded if and only
if ∆gap < f1(∆σ,∆). f1, which is defined in the island, has another implication; we must have
at least one Z2-even primary with scaling dimension
3 ≤ ∆ ≤ f1(∆σ,∆) (6.6)
in any consistent CFT, otherwise f1 could be larger. Next, we assume that the spectrum ofZ2-even,
l = 0 is [3, f1(∆σ,∆)) ∪ [∆gap,∞), which is computable by the Möbius transformation imple-
mented in qboot. By a similar discussion, we get the upper bound f2 such that (∆σ,∆,∆gap) is
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0.51814 0.51815 0.51816 0.51817 0.51818 Δσ1.4125
1.4126
1.4127
1.4128
1.4129
Δϵ
Figure 4: The island of the Ising model. The green rectangle is the bounding box of most
precise result obtained in [59], and the blue region is our result. Our result is weaker but
illustrate the use of qboot.
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not excluded if and only if ∆gap < f2(∆σ,∆). f2 implies that we must have at least one primary
with scaling dimension
f1(∆σ,∆) ≤ ∆ ≤ f2(∆σ,∆). (6.7)
We can continue this until fN+1 diverges and there must be one primary in the Z2-even sector with
scaling dimension {
3 ≤ ∆ ≤ f1(∆σ,∆), (n = 1)
fn−1(∆σ,∆) ≤ ∆ ≤ fn(∆σ,∆), (n > 1)
(6.8)
for n = 1, . . . , N . The divergence of fN+1 can be detected by the feasibility of the finite spectrum
[3, fN(∆σ,∆)). This method also can be applied for any other sectors, e.g., Z2-even spin-2 sector
or Z2-odd scalar sector. We did the computation only in the intersection of a line ∆σ = 0.518149
and the island in Figure 4, and calculated f0, . . . , f6 for Z2-even scalar sector in Figure 5 and
Figure 6, g0, . . . , g6 for Z2-even spin-2 sector in Figure 7 and Figure 8, and h0, . . . , h5 for Z2-odd
scalar sector in Figure 9 and Figure 10. Most of curves in Figure 5 and Figure 7 have almost-flat
segments in 1.412574 . ∆ . 1.412594 and 1.4126 . ∆ . 1.412628, and jumping segments
which connect almost-flat segments. We call the values in almost-flat segments the ‘stable’ values.
The plots imply that two successive curves have a common ‘stable’ value, for example f0 and f1
share ∆gap ≈ 3.83.
In the spectrum of the Ising model calculated in [138] using the EFM on the boundary of the
island in Λ = 43, the existence of primaries in Table 3 is estimated. The errors shown are not
rigorous because the EFM is only applicable to the boundary of the island. Our results, however,
is rigorous and implies that there exist primary operators with scaling dimension near ‘stable’
values.
O Z2 l ∆
 even 0 1.412625(10)
′ even 0 3.82968(23)
even 0 6.8956(43)
even 0 7.2535(51)
Tµν even 2 3
T ′µν even 2 5.50915(44)
σ odd 0 0.5181489(10)
σ′ odd 0 5.2906(11)
Table 3: Operators with ∆ ≤ 8 estimated in [138]. All errors but , σ, Tµν are non-rigorous.
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1.41258 1.41259 1.41260 1.41261 1.41262 1.41263
Δϵ3
6
9
12
15
18
21
Δgap
Figure 5: The Ising model must have at least one Z-even spin-0 primary operator in each
colored region (assuming that ∆σ = 0.518149). We showed the first six regions surrounded
by 3 < f1 < · · · < f6. f5 and f6 have divergences shown as white regions.
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∆gap ≈ 3.83
1.41258 1.41259 1.41260 1.41261 1.41262 1.41263
Δϵ3.825
3.830
3.835
3.840
3.845
Δgap ∆gap ≈ 7.0
1.41258 1.41259 1.41260 1.41261 1.41262 1.41263
Δϵ6.8
6.9
7.0
7.1
7.2
Δgap
∆gap ≈ 8.5
1.41258 1.41259 1.41260 1.41261 1.41262 1.41263
Δϵ
8.2
8.4
8.6
8.8
Δgap ∆gap ≈ 12
1.41258 1.41259 1.41260 1.41261 1.41262 1.41263
Δϵ11.0
11.5
12.0
12.5
13.0
Δgap
Figure 6: Enlarged plots of Figure 5 (around ∆gap ≈ 3.83, 7.0, 8.5, 12, respectively).
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1.41258 1.41259 1.41260 1.41261 1.41262 1.41263
Δϵ3
6
9
12
15
18
21
Δgap
Figure 7: The Ising model must have at least one Z-even spin-2 primary operator in each
colored region (assuming that ∆σ = 0.518149). We showed the first six regions surrounded
by 3 < g1 < · · · < g6. g6 has a divergence shown as a white region.
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∆gap ≈ 5.51
1.41258 1.41259 1.41260 1.41261 1.41262 1.41263
Δϵ5.504
5.506
5.508
5.510
5.512
Δgap ∆gap ≈ 7.2
1.41258 1.41259 1.41260 1.41261 1.41262 1.41263
Δϵ
6.8
7.
7.2
7.4
7.6
Δgap
∆gap ≈ 9.3
1.41258 1.41259 1.41260 1.41261 1.41262 1.41263
Δϵ
9.
9.2
9.4
9.6
Δgap ∆gap ≈ 12.5
1.41258 1.41259 1.41260 1.41261 1.41262 1.41263
Δϵ
12.0
12.5
13.0
13.5
Δgap
Figure 8: Enlarged plots of Figure 7 (around ∆gap ≈ 5.51, 7.2, 9.3, 12.5, respectively).
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1.41258 1.41259 1.41260 1.41261 1.41262 1.41263
Δϵ3
6
9
12
15
18
Δgap
Figure 9: The Ising model must have at least one Z-odd spin-0 primary operator in each
colored region (assuming that ∆σ = 0.518149). We showed the first five regions surrounded
by 3 < h1 < · · · < h5.
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∆gap ≈ 5.31
1.41258 1.41259 1.41260 1.41261 1.41262 1.41263
Δϵ5.295
5.300
5.305
5.310
5.315
Δgap ∆gap ≈ 7.0
1.41258 1.41259 1.41260 1.41261 1.41262 1.41263
Δϵ6.0
6.5
7.0
7.5
8.0
Δgap
∆gap ≈ 9.8
1.41258 1.41259 1.41260 1.41261 1.41262 1.41263
Δϵ9.40
9.60
9.80
10.0
10.2
Δgap ∆gap ≈ 12.5
1.41258 1.41259 1.41260 1.41261 1.41262 1.41263
Δϵ11.5
12.0
12.5
13.0
13.5
Δgap
Figure 10: Enlarged plots of Figure 9 (around ∆gap ≈ 5.31, 7.0, 9.8, 12.5, respectively).
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6.2 3d O(2) model
As the next example, we consider the 3d O(2) model, defined by real scalar fields (φ1, φ2) and the
Hamiltonian
H = ∂µφi∂µφi +m2φiφi + λ(φiφi)2. (6.9)
The irreps of O(2) are
• the trivial representation I+,
• the sign representation I−,
• for n = 1, 2, . . ., the n-th symmetric traceless tensor representation Sn,
and dim I± = 1, dimSn = 2. At the critical point, we have three relevant scalar operators: a
singlet s ∼ φiφi, a vector φi and a traceless-symmetric tij . Generally [145], O(N) model has a
harmonic operator Op with scaling dimension ∆p for p = 2, 3, . . . in the spin-l representation of
the global symmetry O(N) which can be schematically written as
Op = φi1(x) · · ·φip(x)− (traces) , (6.10)
and t is the case for p = 2. Adding perturbation
∫
ddxhpOp to the Hamiltonian, critical exponents
βp, φp are defined similarly in section 1 as
〈Op〉 ∼ |t|βp , (6.11)
χp =
∫
ddx 〈Op(x)Op(0)〉c ∼ t−γp , (6.12)
where these exponents are related with ∆p as
βp =
∆p
d−∆s , (6.13)
γp =
d− 2∆p
d−∆s . (6.14)
In [10], the same model was analyzed using s and φ as external operators, and the information
on ∆t was obtained by specifying the condition in the intermediate channel. We assume O(2)-
symmetry and that each of s, φ, t is the unique relevant scalar primary in I+, V := S1, T := S2,
respectively. The Mathematica code required is simply:
o2=getO[2];
setGroup[o2];
setOps[{op[s,o2[id]], op[v,v[1]], op[t,v[2]]}];
eq=bootAll[];
sdp=makeSDP[eq];
py=toCboot[sdp];
WriteString["O2.py",py];
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Here o2=getO[2] creates the group O(2) within autoboot, and v[n] stands for Sn. We use
the symbol v to represent the operator φ. The bootstrap equations generated by toTeX are given
below:10
0 = F
ss,ss
−,1 + λsss
2
F
ss,ss
−,s +
∑
O+:I+
λssO
2
F
ss,ss
−,O ,
0 =
∑
O−:I−
λttO
2
F
tt,tt
−,O +
1
2
∑
O+:S4
λttO
2
F
tt,tt
−,O ,
0 = λtts
2
F
st,st
−,t +
∑
O−:T
λstO
2
F
st,st
−,O +
∑
O+:T
λstO
2
F
st,st
−,O ,
0 = λφφs
2
F
sφ,sφ
−,φ +
∑
O−:V
λsφO
2
F
sφ,sφ
−,O +
∑
O+:V
λsφO
2
F
sφ,sφ
−,O ,
0 = F
tt,tt
−,1 +
1
2
λtts
2
F
tt,tt
−,s +
1
2
∑
O+:I+
λttO
2
F
tt,tt
−,O +
1
4
∑
O+:S4
λttO
2
F
tt,tt
−,O ,
0 = λφtφ
2
F
φφ,φφ
−,t + 2
∑
O−:I−
λφφO
2
F
φφ,φφ
−,O +
∑
O+:T
λφφO
2
F
φφ,φφ
−,O ,
0 = λφtφλφφsF
sφ,tφ
−,φ −
∑
O−:V
λsφOλφtOF
sφ,tφ
−,O +
∑
O+:V
λsφOλφtOF
sφ,tφ
−,O ,
0 = F
φφ,φφ
−,1 +
1
2
λφφs
2
F
φφ,φφ
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10 The author heard from the author of [105] that they independently wrote these equations by hand or with the
help of Mathematica and checked that their results agreed with each other after correction of many mistakes. Our
results can be reproduced by just running the example file https://github.com/selpoG/autoboot/blob/
master/sample/O2.m within 3 seconds in author’s laptop.
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This example shows the power of autoboot. It is almost trivial to add another external oper-
ator using autoboot, whereas it is quite tedious to work out the form of the bootstrap equations
by hand.
We used Λ = 25 and obtained the island in the (∆s,∆φ,∆t) space shown in Figure 11 and
Figure 12, where the results from Appendix B of [10] are also presented11. Our bound is the
following:
1.50597 ≤ ∆s ≤ 1.51547, (6.15)
0.5188 ≤ ∆φ ≤ 0.5199, (6.16)
1.234 ≤ ∆t ≤ 1.239. (6.17)
In Figure 13, our Λ = 25 island projected on (∆φ,∆s) is shown with results from 4He experi-
ments [104] and the Monte Carlo (MC) studies [146]. The discrepancy of ∆s between experiments
and MC is about 8σ and shows that at least one of them is wrong. Our rigorous result is not suf-
ficient to determine which is correct, but a recent study [105] revealed smaller island which is
consistent only with the MC result:
1.51114 ≤ ∆s ≤ 1.51158, (6.18)
0.519066 ≤ ∆φ ≤ 0.519110, (6.19)
1.23618 ≤ ∆t ≤ 1.23640. (6.20)
11 The authors thank the authors of [10], in particular David Simmons-Duffin, for providing the raw data used to
create their original figures to be reproduced here. The authors also thank Shai Chester and Alessandro Vichi for
helpful discussions on the computations.
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Figure 11: The island from the mixed correlator bootstrap of the O(2) model. Here, the red
regions are our results at Λ = 25; the blue regions are those obtained in Appendix B of [10];
and the green rectangle shows the Monte-Carlo results of [147].
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Figure 12: Three-dimensional plot of the O(2) island. The blue region is the one obtained in
Appendix B of [10], and the red region is our result.
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Figure 13: The red region is our O(2) island in Figure 12 projected on (∆φ,∆s) space, the
brown band shows the 4He data [104], and the green rectangle is the results of the Monte
Carlo simulations reported by [146].
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7 CONCLUSION
7 Conclusion
As discussed in section 1, the conformal bootstrap is a recent method to study the critical points
and compared with previous methods such as the Monte Carlo simulation or -expansion, its
starting point is not near but just at the critical point. The main purpose in this thesis is to refine
rigorous methods of the conformal bootstrap to study or classify critical phenomena. For this
purpose, we reconsidered each steps in the whole process of the conformal bootstrap and for each
step, developed a generalized package or method faster than existing methods.
We introduced three methods in this thesis: autoboot, qboot and hot-starting. In steps in
Figure 2:
1. physical assumption on the CFT,
2. write bootstrap equations (by autoboot),
3. create to a SDP (by PyCFTBoot, cboot, qboot, ...),
4. solve the SDP (by SDPA, SDPB),
our autoboot and qboot help the second and third steps, and hot-starting can be a trick for
SDPB in the last step. The hot-starting was already used in a recent paper [105] after our paper [1],
in which a small island for the O(2) vector model was shown.
Examples in section 6 shows the correctness of our libraries and also gives a new method
to get rigorous results about irrelevant spectrum, allowed by qboot. Irrelevant operators can
be measured as a correction to the power law, for example, the correlation length in the Ising
universality class behaves as
ξ ∝ |t|−ν (1 + b |t|ων + · · · ) , (7.1)
where ω corresponds to the next Z2-even primary ′ as ∆′ = 3 + ω. The MC simulation also
gives predictions on irrelevant spectrum such as ω, ωA = ∆σ′ − 3 (the exponent of the leading
Z2-odd correction) [9]:
∆′ ≈ 3.84(4), ∆σ′ & 4.5, (7.2)
while our results in Figure 5, Figure 9 gives a rigorous upper bound:
∆′ < 3.83, ∆σ′ < 5.3. (7.3)
These values also calculated by the EFM in [138] as shown in Table 3, but with non-rigorous
errors.
Now we discuss the future directions.
• autoboot can be generalized to all classical lie algebras.
• Rewriting autoboot in C++ allows us to reduce the runtime of NullSpace, which is a
function of Mathematica and one of the most heavy tasks in autoboot, and to combine
with qboot into a self-contained SDP generator with global symmetry.
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• The EFM and our method discussed in subsection 6.1 can be applied to a general bootstrap
equations to estimate the (irrelevant) spectrum of a CFT. A natural task is to study the
relation between two methods with numerical results.
• Using our method in subsection 6.1, we obtained the finite number of spectrum of the Ising
model in the Z2-even primary scalars. The actual spectrum has infinite scalars, but these
finite number of operators is expected to ‘solve’ the bootstrap equations approximately. This
finite spectrum is a good start point for the ‘truncation method’ introduced in [148].
The conformal bootstrap is a non-perturbative method to investigate the fixed point of the RG
flow. Its effectiveness in higher dimensions (d > 2) has been established in piles of recent studies
as discussed in subsection 1.1, and we hope that our methods in this thesis will help next studies
to be stacked.
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